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Of The MAINE COAST
SINCE 1930
MAINE AS A SOURCE OF LITERARY MATERIAL
Mr« Herrick
Miscalculates
In an article of The Nation of 1920, Mr. Robert Herrick
assigned New Englejid to oblivion as a source of literary
material. Suggesting that the New England writer's obsession with the theme
of sin which Hawthorne had^ early exhausted by a thorough and effective treat-
ment and that the deterioration of New England from a province homogeneous
yet richly diverse and contrasted to "a huge summer vacation camp and a
2
machine shop filled with alien la.bor" had caused this pitiable state, Mr.
Herrick wondered that "one of the purest races left on earth in the matter of
blood descent"^ and one so fortionately endowed with a colorful past, with an
environment so vs.ried and vibrant should have allowed itself to become encasel^
in a bigotry and conservatism which smothered and withered its heritage of
three-hundred yee.rs vigor and which left the picturesque country to the mu-
tilations of a machine age.
But the years since 1930 have proved l^r. Herrick's lament prema-
ture. New England has changed, to be sure, but her herita.ge has not been
wholly lost. The materials unused before nineteen -twenty have been presented
in novels within the last ten years. Maine novels, especially, rediscover
Rich the state's colorful past and reveal its influence on generation
after generation. The rich literary materials, which Mr. Herrick
Past
thought forever buried, appear in recent Maine novels depicting scenes and
1. Herrick, Robert, "New Englend and the Novel," Nation , vol. Ill, p. 324,
September 18, 1920.
2. Ibid. p. 324.
3. Ibid, p. 324.
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people, pest and present, influenced by the past but not bound by its narrow
conventions and aware of the present but not swept into its nad whirl. The
"seer's vision" has found the appealing country - Maine - "with sweeter,
homelier memories, intimately mingled with the lives of generations of men
—
a land not flowing with milk and honey, but full of pungent associations....
Maine* s That during recent years Maine should have sprung into popu-
Recent
Popularity larity as a setting for local color novels does not seem
as Source of
Iviterary strange when one considers that in this state’s development
Material
ni
lie individuality, color, struggle, and adventure as rich ana
as lively as any revealed in the fiction of such writers as Mark Twain, Bret
Harte, and Thomas Hardy. Furthermore, with the exception of the limited in-
terpretations of Sarah Orne Jewett, the wealth of literary material supplied
by the Maine scene has remained unused. This does not seem so surprising
when one ree.lizes how comparatively brief a time the nation’s mind has been
turned from the glories of an unfolding West and how very recently people,
beginning to feel the strain of living in a highly mechanized society, have
sought to rediscover the secret of the serenity and simplicity so apparent in
the lives of rural people. Then, too, only recently has that Maine generation
matured which grew up in the fading sunlight of a golden past and the glowing
moonrise of a silver future. From their pens have come books which relate
family histories or individual fortunes against the background of Maine. The
social value of these books rests, I think, in their unconscious emphasis
Social of the truth that successful living, and by that I here mean the
Value of
Maine the achievement of inner serenity, depends on the individual's
Novels
ability to adapt himself to his environment, a capacity which
derives from resources of character. This truth is made evident not only
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Literr ry through the portrayal of persons living successfully in the Main<i
Interest
.
of Maine coast environment but also by the depiction of unadjusted charac-
Novels
ters. Beyond the fine representations of native inhabitejnts the
especial appeal of these Maine novels lies in the poetic descriptions of the
vibrant background of the coastal region.
AIMS MD LIMITS OF DISCUSSION
Aim In my discussion of sectionalism in novels of the Maine coast since
nineteen-thirty, I intend to criticize the books not so much with regard to
specific literary style and art, though I believe some such estimation must
of necessity be inferred from my treatment of the thesis, as with regard to
their faithfulness in the presentation of the Maine coast scene and Maine
coast characters- Since, with possibly one or two exceptions, Maine back-
grounds and Maine people dominate these books, I think it will be easily un-
derstood that on the individual author's ability to portray these, each
novel's literary merits depend. I shall not then criticize the books indi-
vidually but as a group representative of fiction about the Maine coast.
limitations For several reasons I have limited my scope to novels since
and Reasons
for These nineteen-thirty : earlier books concerned with the Maine scene ,
such as those of Sarah Orne Jewett, have already been adequately discussed by
leading literary critics. To the best of ray knowledge, during the period be-
tween Sarah Orne Jewett and nineteen-thirty fiction about Maine was sporadic.
Since nineteen-thirty Maine has sprung into popularity as a setting fcr local
color novels. Many of the books written from nineteen-thirty on fall, as to
background, into that of the coastal community. This allows for a further
fortunate limitation in the choice of this period; for, Maine being the state
it is, one could not hope to include in a brief paper s successful considers-
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tion of its meny locales which vary from great northern timberlands and in-
land potato farms to sea-coast farms and sea-bound islands. Finally, as far
as I know, this particular literature about Maine has not before been in-
cluded in any literavry study.
Do cument at ion To the casua.l reader the text references to novels may seem
limited to too few of those books listed in the bibliography. But because
several of the novels have not been mentioned in the footnotes does not mean
that they ha.ve not aided in my study. The books listed under Background
served to verify end to supplement my o?m knowledge of the Maine coast. They
made more sure my choice of the characteristics typical of this region and
its people, I have not quoted from several novels in the General Bibliograph j'
for the reason that the sa.me types of scene and character described in them
were presented more deftly and m.ore vividly in the novels from, which I did
select representative pictures of the coast and the life there. As was bound
to ha^ppen, the more finished and the mcere artistic books have supplied the
best material for quotations; so I have used them, frequently.
5SSE^7^IAL liTFORMJlTICN
ABOUT THE COAST
One cannot judge of the validity of interpretations of a locale rni-
less he knows the place through experieiice or study, preferably both. To be
rightly understood, Maine requires much of such "knowing". It may be allowed
that a purs Maine inheritance, added to over twenty years of association with
Maine and its people, added to a study of such books as Mary Ellen Chase's
A Goodly Heritage and Henry Buxton’s Assignment Down East , added to various
magazine articles about Maine leaves one in a fair way of knowing the influ-
cnce of the !Taine environment on its native people's habits, customs, and
IT
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characteristics. So I have become acquainted v/ith coastal I^Taine; therefore,
I think I may with impunity make some statements concerning this particulsj*
region. Especially I wish to mention its relation to the outside world, its
peculiar allure, and its demands on native inhabitants.
Relation to From Maine's earliest davs, news, activities, and ideas of the
World at
Large outside v/orld have come to her oeoole more as legends of good
or evil than as accounts of existing conditions. Stories of seamen and
travelers, articles brought by these people to Maine have been nearly the
only contacts the natives have had with the v;orld-at- large. Influences from
the outside world have always reached the Maine coast’ tardily, too, since it
lies so remote from centers of urban life, and since until very recently
means of communication have been slow. Even so late as the end of the nine-
teenth century villages throughout the state still remained quaint reminders
of a glorious past. The progress in industrial and mechanical inventions di(
not so quickly revolutionize Maine as it did othei' states. In fact, there
exist still coastal and island districts where the past rules society.
That each generation of coastal Maine assimilates more of the
modern world is true, yet the incipient influence of the world can never
obliterate the influences bred by the past. Occupations, recreatioas, even
conventions ma.y alter, but the essential character of the true coast native
continues indomitable and individual as the land he calls home. The world
can make him rich or poor; it can never ma.ke or break him, for he does not
live so much by material bounties as by inner resources developed from a
daily existence close to natural forces. He knov/s true values; the v;orld
cannot "hornswoggle" him. The study of recent Maine novels, ranging in time
as they do from revolutionary days to the modern era, gives evidence of the
tenacious grip of the past on dwellers in coastal Maine. Even the forces of
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e. modern mechanistic world have failed to relax this hold. Doubtless the
occupational, emotional, and intellectual limitations inherent in the un-
changing natural background account for the continu>=nce of the sway of the
past in the present of T.^aine coast life.
Coastal An anneal intangible but none the less imnelling. the coastal
Maine* s
Allure island region of Maine makes to manv. This vital force enthralls
them. It arouses a response in both mind end senses. One feels that basic-
axly the allure springs from emotional and intellectual sympathy with the
natural beauty and native austerity of land and sea. The power of their mag-
netism is sufficiently strong to rule generations of descendants of the firsi
settlers and to a.ttra.ct, immediately, strangers sensitive to the unique and
indefinable qua^lities inherent to the district. Once experienced, nothing ca
obliterate the influence of this appeal.
The spell of ITaine stays with her true offspring, careless of how
long or how far afield they travel. V^Tiile av;a.y, they remember vividly, when
returned they realize again in full significance that "there Is a peculiar
sweetness to this section of the world— some singular quality to the atmos-
phere, like that which gives the leaves their added brilliance in the autumn.
The very grass has s perfume of its own, and the land is redolent of sea and
pine; of strength and freshness."^
Since Maine men are not given to talk, I think they would willingly
accept as a testimony of their feeling for their home coimtry the following
v;ords from Kenneth Roberts, who is himself bred of Maine stock:
"It seemed to me the most beautiful country in the world—more
beantiful, in spite of the November chill and the dull autumn twili,'5’nt, than
the mountains of Spain or the parks of England--than the broad rivers, the
prairies, the lakes, the towering cliffs of the West. There was something
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about it thet caught at my throat—that filled me with a sense of exultation
of freedom. It was ray country. In it there was something mysterious and
unseen that could never be tsJcen from me. Others might cell it theirs;
miglit drive me from it: might fell the gnerled e.pple tree besj.ue the kitchen
door; tut the river would be there still, v:inding in S’s through the marsh.
The sea and the pines and the round ledges would be there al’we-ys, waiting.
There would always be ducks contentedly peering beneath the banks for the
strsnge things ducks eat; always a green heron to flop from the marsh in a
frenzy of fear; always the fragrance of mallow and lilacs in the spring, the
sweet breath of the sea, the web of song from the bobolinks end robins, vVha-
ever happened, it would be my country still."^
The region draws and keeps her kind by an irresistible magnetism.
Perheps it is the unconscious recognition of qualities in the natural enviroijij-
ment that ere symbolical of ideal personality end of ideal adjustment to lif<!
At eny rate, one may venture to say that response to the appeal of Haine, so
often created anew end so surely perpetuated in the initiate, heightens one'^
understanding of life and one's aws.reness of the possibilities of growth
against all odds.
Demands '"For give and take's the gospel, and we'll call the bargain
of the
Maine coast square,'" says the l&ine coe.st, asking of its inhabitants no
greater qualities of character than it rewards for compliance with its de-
mands. To live, men end women alike must be willing and able to work hard.
The coast gives nothiing unless it be earned.
Self-reliance and hardiness seem to be the qualities most needed fcjjr
success along the coast. They embrace, too, all the other characteristics
demanded by this rigorous district; they assure its rewards in character.
That physical independence
,
thet freedom of spirit so evident among cosst
natives derives from a self-reliance and vigor born of loneliness and early
responsibilities in the tasks of simple living. The simplicity which living
close to natui e requires can be attained only by a raaui unconfused in thought
1. Roberts, Kenneth. Rabble In Arms
, pp. 869-870.
2. Kipling, Rudysrd. "Fuzzy-Wuz
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and purpose, unhampered by physical vveakness. The alertness necessary to a
man vt'hose very existence depends on his ability to keep a step aiiead of bad
weather end to work in hermony with fair days rev/erds him with sharpened
senses. To those v/ho show themselves sufficientlj'’ versatile to adapt them-
selves, in turn, to the bleak austerity of winter and the gay nonchalance
of summer, there accrue an objective attitude toward life, the dignity of
emotional restraint, and the genial warmth of dry humor. Patient response t(|
the necessity of waiting upon the lana and sea and the seasons gives a
strength of mind which permits one to live without regard to bigoted conven-
tions,—a critical tolerance which estimates all ideas and customs, then dis-
regards those alien to its sympathy^,—a tenacious persistency which alv/ays
maintains at lea.st a ratio of equality between itself and opposing forces,--
and a serenity of spirit which defies worry and confusion. Yielding to the
demands of life in coastal Maine brings small financial returns for the majoi['
ity. The life returns are inestimable.
OENERAL TREATI'iSNT of SCE:S and CHARACTERS
The
Element
The use of time in recent novels of Maine is important. One is
of Time kept constantly aware of its influence working in the lives of the
characters though they themselves are often not conscious of its impress on
their lives. In these novels the past mingles with the present and directs
the future with an inevitability inescapable. Throughout the reading of
these books one is conscious of the iron-strong influence of families’ past
histories on succeeding generations. A man's success is judged in compari"
son with that of his ancestors. A man’s virtues and strength of character aiffe
likewise estimated. The past encompasses everything. It inspires, satisfiee
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of glamour which belongs only to early days of high achievement and adventur
adorns the past. Not a life in these coast novels but scorns, or regards wit
wistfulness, or delights in its inheritance. The scorner rails against the
fate that settled him so far from centers of urban civiiization. The wistfu!
one admires and dreams over proud strengths and exciting experiences v/hich ht
senses are lacking to him by reason of their disintegration or their bestowal
by fate in entirety on a brother or sister, or by reason of the times in whidi
he lives.. The joyous one feels in himself the same fiery urges, the same
strengths that enabled his ancestors to realize satisfactory lives. He knowij
that he, too, will live successfully though, perhaps, less spectactularly
.
Here are not stories in which Time is an incidental element. Time counts.
Past Time especially counts. The present and future solicit norice as they
ever will, but the attention concentrates on the past. Inextricably it has
woven its threads into the present and the future of the lives depicted in
the novels. While one reads recent Maine books, he senses the constant near-
ness of the past and its steady influence.
Romantic The effe ct achieved is that of reality, but the Maine coast and
li^titude
of Authors its people, as revealed in novels since 1930, a.re portrayed by
romanticists. One discovers true beauties of Maine's country and sea, the
I
real spirit and character of its people as shown an their handiworks and
daily lives. Among the pages of these books, the coast country unrolls* The
influence of land and sea on the inhabitants is clearly indicated. Naturally;
I
some books present a more complete picture than others. But in all those
I
which can be conceded to have the Maine flavor, one discovers the land and
i
I
the spirit of its people.
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Treatment The dialect, peculiar to Maine coast natives, is evident in all
of
Dialect the books. The peculiar nasal twsjig and the slow drawl have
been rather suggested thsji effectively described. This is to be expected
since only an oral illustration could truly present these speech habits. Thei
coloquial phraseology, ungramms.tical expressions in common use, and unique
uses of particular words, the authors have combined expertly to give a realig
tic impression of native speech. Sometimes, too, the spelling of words as
they sound when pronounced by coast inhabitants emphasizes the dialectic
speech. I think, for example, of "nawthin" (nothing), "laidge" (ledge), and
"yis" (yes). The quality and effects of native talk have been achieved with-
out the loss of literary clarity. The writers wisely chose to give an im-
pression of reality rather than to present actuality; therefore, their repre-
sentation of the coast dialept at once affords a realistic description of
Maine speech and a medixam for character presentation; namely, dialogue that
is clear end understendable.
Treatment The treatment of subject matter further indicates a romantic
cf Subject
Matter point of view. Poverty and ignorance are part of the scene—
not the stark, sordid privations of the realist's creation, but the pathetic
difficulties of the romanticist's portrayals in which good
Poverty
equals, if it does not outweigh, evil end in which adventure
and contentment are often present. The reader experiences a. sympathy for
characters beset by hardships. At the same time he admires their capacity





books of coastal Maine, the studies of poor people do not emphasize the ugli-!i
ness of actualities. They display rather the fine spirit of the people, an
undaunted spirit apparent even in the neediest families.
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We8-lth No less do the presentetions of wealthy or moderately comfortable
families exemplify the Maine spirit. No realist has here used the "money
theme" to expose the corruptions of a capitc-listic system. Wealth belongs
to the past of Maine, and as pa.rt of the.t past derives some of its glamour.
Wealth is neither the root of all evil nor the keystone of success—as suc-
cess is measured in coastal Maine. Honest wealth is desirable, yet money in
great amounts is incidental to the success of a man. In some instances evenj
it ruins him. Physical and mental and mora.1 strength - these are the founda4
tion of successful living. This attitude is idealistic; therefore, it is ro-'
mantic. It is a Maine attitude. It is the attitude presented in the novels
under discussion.
Superstitions The romantic treatment of material shows, too, in the use of
superstitions, legends, and apparitions as determinajits of action and as a
means of predicting or explaining events. Here, too, one might mention a sul||-
The ject already given attention—the influence of the past on people
Past
living in the present. The emphasis .on the relation between these
two time elements is a romantic emphasis. The writex s recognize and use the
opportunity to show the glory and strength of past eras, triumphing in their
own day, sifting their influence through succeeding presents. The romantic
spirit of pioneering end sailing eras still lives in some natives of modern
coastal towns. The authors show that, despite the lack of new worlds to con-
quer and the end of sails, the land round their very homes and the sea stretcli-
ing before them continue to challenge the natives. They continue to respond.
Shifting of shipping centers with a subsequent loss of markets for trade and
the advent of "furriners" and "rusticators" have changed the coast's chief
sources of income, but the temperament of the natives remains unaltered. Thej
sad fact is that such true natives as the authors of Maine novels since 1S30
"r ^ .
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hs.ve Greeted beccme yearly more scarce along the coast.
Lend Under the pens of these novelists, land and sea reveal their count-'
less moods. A dandelion is not a noisome weed; it becomes the bright sjfTiibol
of the golden day in which it glows. One sees fields as more than potentia.!
hay crops. They are indicators of weather or season, fairylands for children,
or simply beautiful in themselves. Woodlands, too, stir one with their indi-
vidual beauty. Even as with people, one birch, one fir may attract more theii
other trees because of its solitariness or because of its uniqueness. Often,
also, the woods, with their cool- shaded and moss-padded ways, symbolize a
mood or portend the weather or the direction of a life. The rugged pastures
and granite shores bespeak the necessity in natives for such qualities of
strength and endurance as they possess. The green shrubs that dot upland
pastures, the gentle sand coves of the shores contrast with, yet complement,
the sturdier beauty around them.
Sea The sea rates a.s many descriptions as it has tricks and moods. From
the authors, its winds, its waves, its islands, its fogs, its mysterious glo^r
and cloud-built dullness demand estimates of their appeal and of their signi--
ficance. The relentless, insatiate, end exciting lure of the sea. is a feel-
ing in these novels of the Maine coast. Its fascination and its influence
are as great as those of the past. The roots of its power lie in the past;
it is one with and continuous with the past. No other feature of the uni-
verse offers so much romance as the sea, perhaps because no other is capable
of so many caprices, of such cruelty and such gentleness, and of so much
sheer beauty. Cne cannot read books about coastal Maine v/ithout becoming
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Background Loaves gjid Fishes by Elaine I'yers and The Islands by Gerald
Technique
Warner Brace portray realistic scenes of the region. On the
other hand, in the books of Gladys Hasty Carroll, Neighbors To The Sky
,
end
A Fev/ Foolish Ones
,
the background is more a feeling than a definite word
picture; however, sufficient general descriptions and native dialogue iden-
tify the scenes as Maine in character. A third background technique com-
bines these tv/o. Mary Ellen Chase's Silas Crockett and Mary Peters show a
successful use of both definite and general glimpses of the region. Some of
the authors use actual place names. But in none of these books is the back-
ground described in actual details. The natural setting is not developed by
using such notations of actualities as delight realists. The versimilitude
of the romantic writer presents a true picture of the Maine coast.
Quality of Local color, naturally enough, provides a distinct charm in the
Atmosphere
or recent novels of Maine. It is the Maine charm uncramped by too
Local Color
great an emphasis on the necessity of adherence to social con-
ventions. One recognizes a consideration of this problem in the books; but
he notes, too, a more significant picture, that of persons big enough to defy
successfully narrow conventions. Mot quaintness but Yankee independence and
simplicity invest these books with a zest. The land, the sea, the people all
reflect these traits. They are revealed to the reader through the descrip-
tions of scenes, the narration of axtions, and the dialogue between charac-
ters in the stories. One watches them and senses them moulding lives accord-
ing as they are wisely or ignorantly used. One notes that these strong,
fresh, deep-rooted qualities cause tears and laughter, destruction and growtho
As evident in the descriptions of the location of homes and public
buildings, in the communities' activities, in the individual lives of nativeSii
end in the caprices of lend end sea, the common qualities of independence end
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I simplicity perve.de Meine novels of recent yeers.
The lend and sea have a further significance of their own as con-
;
tributors to the local color or the atmosphere of these books. One or the
!
;
other of these forces determines the lives of eveiy character. As no cherac-
! ter can avoid the influence of the pa.st (see earlier discussion) so he cannot
!
escape the intangible grip of one of these two elements. Even if he turns
;
from work diiectly connected with the land or the sea as tilling fields and
^
lobstering are, his connection xvith them v^ill remain and will reveal itself
in one way or another.
'' Relation To readers inteiestea in complicated plots end fast-moving
between
]
Characters stories, Maine novels offer little appeal, for they merely nar-
i e nd
,
Environment rate the histories of families or the life of a particular per-
son against the background of his heritage. The historical novels of Kenneth
j
Roberts} namely, A.rundel and Rabble In Arms
, are an exception. Although a
1 romantic plot thread luns through these, the interest centers not so much in
,
any complication of plot as in such individuals as Cap Huff, Doc Means, and
j
Phoebe Margin Nason. The original Maine environment of ancestors influences
all succeeding lives whether they stay on the scene or move away. Outside
I
forces may, temporaiily, divert or arrest this power; they can never perma-
nently thwart it. The land or the sea directs every life, if not positively
!
; then negatively. One feels their strength and their beauty attracting and
holding some. One sees their careless cruelties bruise and warp others. The
individual, consciously or unconsciously, may work with or oppose these forceii;
he can never esca.pe their authoritj'^ over him. In Maine coastal communities
the villages reflect the people who, in turn, reflect their neturar environ-
ment. The main characters, especially, reveal the close tie between the in-
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further prove the complete dominetion of environmentel influences. Cf the
persistent influence of lend or sea through generations of lives one is con-
stantly aware while studying Maine novels.
afJt "iO X.^^rfwnc'tlVr.e Iv- i.oi&^t.L^^jii j.h-I'*,riv»r. ^‘o-tq leritiul if..^
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The chengeless cepriciousness of the Maine coast gives it an un-
surpassable charm. Its days, its nights are as different, one from another,
as its seasons. One never sees a wood or meadow or shore but shows its
individuality in a particular beauty of tree growth, or in a singular abun-
dance of flowers, or in a unique formation of rocks. The variety of patterns
with which trees, grasses j flowers, shrubs, and rocks of the seme kind adorn
the earth lends a constant freshness to the scene. All the attractiveness o
the variations in climate and life on the land and sea has been captured in
the recent novels about Maine.
Sky and The sky and the atmosphere play vital parts in the lives of
Atmosphere
I’
coast natives. They find ever-changing beauty there. They
see and feel in them weather warnings. Nothing sprea.ds more magic end
I
Sun by varied light over the world than the sun. There are red
Day
dawns that forbode severe storms: **The whole sky was growing
unspeakably bright right along the rim of the ocean. But there was some- i
thing odd about the dawn light this morning.... No sooner had it come white
than it was suddenly red everywhere. It had an unearthly red color in it
where it lapped over the dark peaks of spruces.**^ Before the sun itself
rolled into sight, a red flush lay over aJLl the world like a covering of
coral dust. Then the sun slid up. "An edge red as blood first, then a half
circle, and at last the whole ball, flattened at the top end bottom. The
j
light overhead in the sky washed out and left ragged snow clouds where the
1. Coffin, Robert P. Tristram. Red Sky In The Morning . The Macmillan Co.,
New York; 1935, pp. 3-4.
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clear sky had been. Curiously, now, the sun was up, the brilliant radiance
seemed to ebb out of the world. There was only the red sun alone on the
rim of the lead-colored sea.*’^
The strong sun of fair days clearly outlines sea-rimmed land and
intensifies the colors of garden and sea. It transforms translucent sub-
stances to sparkling crystal or silver;
"It was one of those days they call a dry-easter, when^sun is
stronger than the wind that brings fog, and all the islands and far head-
lands stand out clear enough to touch with your forefinger. Clumps of del-
phiniums were blue as driftwood blaze round the heathen Buddha in the garden
and cinnamon roses were pink and lilies golden all round the house..,.And a
humming bird was there, too, its wings spinning a tremendous rainbow wheel.
Everything shone with summer and sun. The sea was polished like a wide blue
dancing floor, and the resin on the spruce cones. , .glittered like Christmas
tinsel."^
A bright winter sxm does magic unexpected things to the world even
when it is hanging low in the morning sky;
j
I
"The captain stepped over to a window and threw back the shutter,
a light like a bushel of diamonds leaped into the room....* A :,Iaine kind of
morningj *... .On the other side of the window the world was all splintered
glass..,,The low sun came across the glassy hills too splendid to look at, I
It was tipping the dark saw of the eastern spruces with flakes of flame. I
The whole earth was afire with a cool blaze. A man could not bear to look
among the elm boughs, for they were full of the dust of rainbows. The only
thing that was not transparent was the bay. But it was like a sheet df blacls
diamonds."^ i
Nimbus Some days a trick of sun and atmosphere floods the coast world
Glow
with an aural glow, A strangely bright but easy light trims every
feature of the landscape. This phenomenon is one of the unique beauties of
the region; "There was something odd about Maine coast sunlight, ,,. soraethinj
peculiar to itself. It had a way of outlining all things with itself, so
that brown ledges and dark trees, the sails ctf passing vessels, the line
1. Coffin, Robert P, Tristram. Red Sky In The Morning , p, 7,
,
2. Field, Rachel, Time Out of Mind . New York; The Macmillan Coiqj any,
1935. pp. 26-27.
3. Coffin, Robert P, Tristram, John Dawn . New York; The Macmillan Conp anj|Si
1936. pp, 8-9.
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of water against the rocks, even the wings of gulls, were edged with thin
gold lines of light.
'
Words of another author repeat the picture: "The sky was like e.
j
I
transparent enamel, too bright to look at long. And every last thing there,!
1
rock end sedge and tree and hill, seemed to throw out a nimbus and bathed
itself from its own brightness in a glory like that of the pebbles at the
2bottom of a clear stream of water."
The diaphanous quality which the unusual brilliance of the sun-
light gives to the air concentrates colors and emphasizes color contrasts:
"High clouds, flat as marble slabs on their under sides, turned a
kind of refulgence downward upon houses and church, upon shoreline and
forest and jagged ledge, investing them all with an inexpressible beauty and
strange distinctness. Here, judged by its actual range of coloring, was one
of the most somberly dyed landscapes, .. .and yet it made him think he was
seeing new-created colors, or old colors through new-created eyes, so limpid
and tenuous was this cloud- refracted northern air."^
Sunset In Maine the sunset hour holds as much splendor as any other time
I
of day, yet it has scarcely been recorded in recent novels of the coast.
Infrequently, one glimpses the waning day. In Tristram Coffin’s John Dawn ,
one does see the sparkling gold of a. bright day's end. "The day was far
I
spent. The sun was tipping the spruces....A lovely path of trembling gold
came across the water ... .There were a few small clouds drifting by like
iri.ld swans going home to the south. They had sun on their bellies. .. .The
sun dipped into the dark trees, and the golden carpet rolled up off the
!
! waves. A heron slanted over the bay in slow, graceful flight. The bright
I
Maine light washed all at once out of the world, and things began to grow
dusky incredibly fast,"^
1. Chase, Mary^ Ellen. Silas Crockett . New York: The Macmillan Company,
I' 1935. p. 17.
2. Coffin, Robert P. Tristram. John Dawn
, p. 199.
I'
3. Follet, Wilson. ^ More Sea , p. 51.
4. Coffin, Robert P. Tristram. John Dawn
, p. 66.
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Just 8. hint of faded sunset one notes in a sentence from a description of
evening. *'It was a beautiful still evening, the sky clear except for some
low-lying dark clouds against the paJLe yellow of the west.'*^
Rachel Field pictures briefly a sunset in mid-career: "The westex^
sky seethed with fiery rose and made the sea bright beyond the dark points
of the spruces. Gulls were letting the sunset take them home to f8.r islands'
j
and the white-washed tower of ’iiVh8j.e Back Light stood out to sea like a ;
candle.
The late sun* s colors spilled on thunder- clouds create a lovely
effect: "Thunder-heads rolling up from the south, azure clouds tipped with
silver, gray-green clouds touched with gold, circling and billowing high
3
into the heavens. .. casting a livid glare over the yellowing meadow grass....
One looks long to find these few sights of sunset. In none of the
books does he find such a sunset as often floods the summer world cn the
coast. Then sky colors sift from lemon yellow and lime green to rose
lavender.' As the sun sinks, the clouds toss the rainbow hues from one to
another of their troupes until each shade has been flung across the heavens
from west to east. When the sun has retrieved his many-colored balls and haj^
disappeared, evening tosses her somber toys to the clouds upon which these
latest playthings immediately reflect their slate gray and dark blue.
Thunder- Thunderstorms are always interesting to watch. Along the coast
storms
they are a treat, for one can see them gradually rolling toward
his little patch of earth or sea. If they come by night, of course, one
misses most of this pleasure. A night storm brings the orange glow of
1. Chase, Mary Ellen.' Mary Peters. 5L®^York: The Macmillan Company,
1934. p. 376.
2. Field, Rachel. Time Out of Mind . New York: The Macmillan Company,
1935. p. 48.
3. Chase, Mary Ellen. Mary Peters, p. 259.
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lemplight to the windows of houses that are usually darkened finally for
night early in the evening. It is the dread of night fires, begun by a
lightning stroke, that keep people up during night storms. Once up, with an
eye on things, one can enjoy the wild glory of crazy lightning flashes. But
the day is the best time to watch a thunderstorm make up. Usually the air
hangs heavy and fiery with heat where one waits for the shower. Far off,
behind dark horizons of firred headlands or islands or hills, cloud-billows
roll upon one another forming great white heaps edged in white-hot sunlight
or golden flames. Near-by the sea is cool green except where the waves have
"fire running along the wrinkles in them whenever they movei"^ Sunlight
glances from every plant and rock that catches its sparkle. In the distance
the piling clouds rumble and mutter. The sound increases as, still stumbling
over one another, they push closer. The thunderheads whisk the sun behind
them. They open wide mouths to shout with pain as green or white lightning
daggers plunge through them. The rain spills out, falling, at first, in
large sparse drops. As lightning thrusts repeatedly into the groa.irtVor\.g
clouds, they bawl almost incessantly. The rain tianbles down in sheets. The
clouds, helped by a coip assionate wind, stumble off across the sky. The
lightning follows in quick pursuit. Glad to be forgotten by the roaring
clouds, the sun shines in the sky. "...Suddenly all the air and water and
shore is filled and flooded with sunlight."^ The raindrops, freshening the
grass and flowers and shrubs, resting on rocks and buildings, are tiny
prisms. "A bright golden mist hangs over everything, and the tapestry fieldj^
begin to shine from a thousand points of light. A west wind ruffles the
water....The bay is deep blue, the... hills sharp in the new sky, the distant
1. Coffin, Robert P. Tristram. Red Sky In The Morning , p. 205,
2* Brace, Gerald Warner. The Islands , p. 234.
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islsnds glistening as though a fresh world had been made by the storm. Tho
vanishing storm darkens the far sky with purple twilight. The sun pours its
beams through the misty air. A rainbow leens against the distant gloom.
”It covers half the earth with arches of liquid fire. TOiere its two ends
2
stand on the sea, the air is misty with flaked gold.”
"Oh I Take a long breath!”^
Marine During warm smoky days of summer, atmospheric conditions often
Mirages
cause marine mirages known as "looms”. Far islands or distant
boats sean to hang in the sky above the sea. They become distorted drawing
into exaggerated vertical dimensions. This phenomenon is fascinating to
watch, for the curious distortions shift from one shape to another as the
strata of hot air ebb and flow with the winds. Mr. Follett creates a clear
picture of this unusual occurrence.
"...They could descry the combined bulk of Matinicus and Ragged...
looming. As they watched, it separated into a row of six or seven separate i
islets, resembling the nubbles of a partly submerged reef. Then these flowed
together, rose into the air, towered, hung floating in unnatural distortion,
collapsed like a bellows, and once more broke up....All the afternoon until
the light began to fail, the strange, languorous saraband of islands went
On such days, too, one may see a boat riding upside down in the
horizon sky above an identical boat sailing upright and just lifted off the
rim of the ocean. Sometimes a third image, keel to keel with the first,
towers in the sky. These apparitions drift and fade, draw into the one boat
hung just above the sea, then remake themselves into three distorted images.
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earth's curve below the horizon far from the eyes of him who watches the sky
9
boats appear, chsjige, and suddenly vanish only to quickly reappear.
i
!
The colder seasons along the coast are not without mirages. Even I
in sharp clear air the sunlight sometimes makes strange images of familiar
islands. Of such a fall mirage one reads in Red Sky In The Morning:
"The island hung sharply on the edge of the ocean. And the edge
of the ocean ran up into uneasy saw-teeth, ever- changing and confusing. The
saw-teeth crept along the sea's rim from the east to the west. Whale boat
was solid and firm, but every so often it rose up from the water, keeping
only one stem planted in the ocean, and became a flat oak tree, sucking up
its life throu^ its single trunk from the bitter blue water. It was hard
to look into such troubled mirages as those of a Maine November."^
Fog Nothing, except a winter blizzard, is more treacherous to Maine
coast folk than the spectre, fog. It never announces its approach as does
a thunderstorm. It plays the innocent always. Seemingly shy, it will hang
for hours along the horizon pretending to hold back in fear of venturing
across the expanse of sea between itself and the land. In reality, the fog
is only waiting a chance to catch men off their guard. Once it begins its
forward creeping, it continues to advance without hesitation. It slinks
silently over the sea and in upon the land. A man intent on work or deep in
thought may never notice the fog until it has surrounded him with its clammy)
dampness. Even when, with senses keenly alert, he feels it in the wind or
notes its gray hulk crouched along the horizon, he does well to make harbor
before its great shadowy form has swamped all landmarks from view and has
muffled to the faintest whisper the clang of bell-buoys, the deep-throated
signal of whistling-buoys
,
and thebooming of fog horns. A good description
i
j
of the advance and encroachment of a fog bank comes from Elaine Myer's book
i
Loaves and Fi she
s
. One sees the open ocean engulfed by the mists then watchen
1
them encompass one by one- islands, inner shore, sun, ledges, end a final
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patch of blue sky. It leaves a man close to himself end close to oblivion:
"To eastvrard there was no pallid blue sea. There was fog, a thick
plain of fog moving stealthily inward. The foggy plain oozed onward, the
foggy plain was near and nearer. Then it ceased abruptly to be a plain and
reared itself to a topless wall, a wall which lengthened end lengthened as
though it would cut the world in half ... .Still clear and soft in the autumn
sunshine was the coast ... .Then the foggy wall began furtively to close in
upon itself. The ends of the wall were merging now--the shore was no more.
...The sunshine ... end island. ..the bluish rocks a mere rod off. ..and at last
the sky, all were no more, for the walls had toppled and crumbled down over
Aaron in a trillion chill globules of mist. A man and a boat alone in a
universe of vapor.
There are many times within a year when night slips clouds close
to earth and seeks to win its sympathy with tears while stars and moon.
Moon piqued by a strategy that leaves them out, prick the backs of the
and
Stars indifferent clouds with sharp beams. But the Maine evenings that
one remembers best are those in which night cells the stars and moon to
j
spill their loveliness upon the world. Then the winds guard imprisoned
j
clouds in far sky fields or pursue fugitive wisps through the near heavens.;
Then the moon and stars give their splendor mutually, nights beauty is
2 ^breath-taking. "Thick as daisies in a Maine meadow" and equally coy, stars
dim and glow in swift starts. Fresh as a night-blooming cereus, the young
moon swings up the sky washing the world with its silver dust as the cereus
bathes the ni^t with its penetrating fragrance.
Stars Sometimes ni^t woos the earth with stars alone. Then she bends
3
"low and tender, with stars like burning tapers." She scatters their jewel-
like beauty in sky and sea. She fills the world with stars. Down from
o-f
^
wvery side^the summit of the sky mountain, "a great cataract of stars"
t
5flows. They dot "the luminous heavens" ; and, burning all the while with
Myers, Elaine. Loav es end Fishes. New York: Henkle-Yewdale House Inc.
1934. pp. 134-135.
2. Coffin, Robert P. Tristram. John Dawn
, p. 107.
3. Ityers, Elaine. Loaves and Fishes , p. 55.
4. Coffin, Robert P. Tristram, "Red Sky In The Morning, p. 241.
5. Ibid. p. 241.
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fi^es of red or gold, silver or blue, they sprinkle themselvFs over the seat
Moon Even sparkling stars pale before the radiance of the full moon*
Of all night's charms this is the most bewitching. This moon does not sud-
denly lean against the sky. Showing its many colors as it rises, it circles
slowly into view above the horizon. "...An orange rim began to show above
the wooded ridge..,.Dp and up it crept till the shining ball had cleared the
black trees. The red drained out as it climbed, and at last it hung, round
and golden, above its own broad silver track. The farther islands swam in
i
that brightness like bristling-backed monsters."^ At length, it wheels
easily through space flooding the heavens with silver light and sifting sil-i
I
ver filaments over the earth until all the world is a contrast at blade
ebony and silver goasamer. Everything lies quiet imder the spell of the
moon. Miss myers presents a brief word picture of this beauty and silence:
"It was a still silver world. The great pine was black as ebony
against a milky sky; the smaller fry at his knees were merged in a jetty
mass, but all down the shore every tree v/hich stood alone was carven out of
black stone. The snow on the beech was cut in ragged scallops to show high-
water line. Clam flats under a thin luster of silver were black, for the
tide was at the ebb. Not a quiver of movement in all the landscape. Were
there sounds she could heart Not a sound. Not a breath. Not even the sea;
for once it was silent, mute with love of the moon."^
Northern A thrilling experience it is to watch northern lights race up and
Lights
down distant black skies. "Long fingers of ghostly white"^
stream up the vaults of skj; They waver and fade; then, suddenly, they spring
against the night in sharp brightness. "Sometimes ice-green wheels... and
4
fleshes of red" gleam in the midst of the climbing columns ct white light.
On a night when the lights play with a special intensity, one watches in awe
the motions of the blazing shafts. He remembers that the Indians called
1. Field, Rachel. Time Out of Mind , p, 60.
2. Myers, Elaine. Loaves and Fishes
, pp. 188-189,
3. Field, Rachel. Time Out of Mind
, p. 54.
4. Ibid. p. 54.
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northern lights ”The Dance of the Dead Men'*. He understands the signifi-
cance of their name for this phenomenon as its wild glory unfolds against
the black curtain of the skyj just as Tristram Coffin has described it:
"They came streaming up from behind the dark hill. They were so
bright that the stones up there stood out black against them. The stars had
grown dim. The needles of fierce flames thousands of miles long came dancin|(
up like waves of heat in burning firewood. They seemed to be coming up
right from in back of the stones. They ran up from the hill high to the top
of the sky. They clustered there. And new hosts of flames went dancing off
down on all sides. It was like a vast bridal veil spread out over their
heads. The faces of all the gazers were touched and picked out with an \in-
earthly radiance. They could hee..r a mysterious sound like the rustling of
tremendous silks.
Seasons Each season of a Maine year emphasizes some one of the character-
istics common to all. In autumn the vibrancy that livens many a day on the
coast becomes almost fierce in its intensity. The extra vividness in flower
and leaves, in sky and see proclaims it. The new keenness and the stronger
force in the winds announce it, as do signs like the sharper clearness of
the air. Winter concentrates the dullness that straggles now and again intc
other seasons. Most of the time during slow winter months, the world goes
draped in gray. The a.ccent of snow's whiteness sometimes relieves this
drabness; but along the coast snow does not usually linger long. The visits
of the sun are always flying trips. A spirit as energetic as his cannot
long be content in a land where life scarcely shuffles about. Spring brims
with freshness. Everj-thing abcut it is new and unspoiled and tender. The
gentle 'rtythm 8 of the ocean reveal the pale crystal strands that thread its
blue-green surface. The sunlight saunters along wave- crests and shimmers
from the dewiness of new-furled leaves. In fields and gardens and woodland*;
soft-hued flowers lie like bits of shattered rainbows. Little clouds
frolic through a light misty blue sky. The winds skip about showering the
1. Coffin, Robert P. Tristram. Red Sky In The Morning , pp. 245-246.
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land with freshly created fragrance. Sumraerj gay and nonchalant, radiates
warmth and brightness. The sea runs and leaps turning suddenly from clear
^
I
blue to cool green or blazing gold. The sun is everywhere, basking in his
own bright glorj' in meadow or wood, on beaches or ledges, or on the sea.
|






Carefree winds dash through fields and over shore rocks or swing in the trees.
But, for all of each season's special exhibition of a. particular quality,
at some time in their careers, all of them display tricks and moods which







Autumn That autumn is an epilogue to summer and a prologue to winter,
I
its stay along the coast reveals full well. In early fall days, the bril-
I
:
liance of sun and flowers, the vividness of some trees recall the gaiety
I
of summer. At the same time, the browning fields and briefer days suggest
the austerity of winter. Passages from Tristram Coffin's Red Sky In The
Morning tell of this double role of autumn, and show how it raaJces every
spark of vividness count against the sombreness that slowly covers the land:‘
"The September day was bright as polished silver. High white clouds were
I
flying. But they never got in the way cf the sun. The sun poured down on





Everything was like metal in the clear afternoon light. A puddle in the
^ road was burning like a sheet of melted gold. The sea gulls were going over
. 1 :
like greet snowflakes. Whiter than snowflakes. Whiter than snow."
I
"There was dying in the air. The goldenrod was out. The little
!
' asters spread a blue frosting over everything ahead of the white frost to
i
I come. All the other blossoms were gone. Gone for good. And the birds were;
! 1. Coffin, Robert P. Tristram. Red Sky In The Morning , p. 287.
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through with mating and through with singing. Flocking up, thinking of goinn
south. Suddenly the sumac was red as blood over all the hills. And the
maple tree by the landing one morning was standing in its own leaves.”^
Mid-way of the season the colors still hold, but a veil-like haze
sometimes softens them. Now and then there are days of high winds and cold
rain. Still, most of the time, a quiet comfortable drowsiness envelops the
land. Thoughts dwell in the past; remembered things are strangely fascina-
ting. Leave-takings are easier because of their very harmony with nature's
mood. In Mary Peters
,
Miss Chase describes a perfect mid-autumn;
"The weather was firm and golden throughout October, the hills and
ridges clear blue in the morning, purple in the late afternoon. The color,
undevastated by heavy rains held its glory for weeks on end. There was a
slxambrous, drowsy atmosphere over the whole countryside. .. .Beech woods so
still that their very entrance seemed an intrusioi . . . .It was while October
held as it were the whole year quietly within its long embrace, allowing
each month to review past ecstasies, that one was called upon to remember.
"...In autumn departure lingered upon the hills, certain, content,
j
reassuring to those who saw it resting there. Its voice was the final
plaintive notes of the thrushes at mid-day, gathering to go, of wild geese
crying high in the skies at night, of the intermittent thin quavering of the
last crickets.
As the season lengthens the last vestige of reckless extravagances
in color and heat and light disappear. The briefness of days begins to indi"
cate the approach of winter, a season exceedingly frugal in its expenditure
of vivid hues and warmth and sunlight. Now the world often wears plain drab
colors for days on end. And sharp winds quickly blow away the little heat
the sun is permitted to give. In Leave s and Fishes , Elaine liters capably
pictures usual late fall days:
"It was mid-November now. The meadow w#ia bleached fawn color.
To be sure there was one valiant sprig of dark- blue frost flower, but, snug-
gling in a little dimple along the brookside, it lent no grace of color to
1. Coffin, Robert P, Tristram. Red Sky In The Morning , p. 287.
2. Chase, Mary Ellen, Mary Peters , pp, 290-291
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the landscape. Yes, the meadow was bleached fawn, and soon it would be
white, for the first snow of winter was falling in woolly flakes,,,.”^
"The old blue wagon lent the sole bit of color to the autumn day.
A dun sky wherein a wan patch stood for sun, cupped down over the world.
Thus all the fields were grey and spruce and firs alike a dead green black.
A harsh wind swept the rocky pastureland. He blew before him all that was
not fast anchored; brown leaves, cattail fluff, weed stalks, thistle down.
Winter All of a coast winter's cold and brightness, warmth and gloom,
ii2
fierceness of winds, sudden peace when they hush briefly, glory caf colors in
sunlit sky and sea, sombreness of frequent sunless and fog- shrouded days, in
fine, the Maine coast winter consolidated, one sees in Mr. Brace's compact
description of the hardest of seasons beside the sea:
"...The southwest wind blew in from the sea; and the southeast winji^
the storm wind, blew in from the sea, too. The northwest wind, winter's
coldest, blew across the wide water of the bay, and though it was a dry
wind often with sunlight and bare skies, it was fierce and insistent, and
blew oppressively for days and nights together. Sometimes this wind lulled
itself at noontime, and the cove, seemed suddenly deathly quiet -- all but
the leftover splashing of small waves along the eastern shore; the sunlight
had warmth in it; the water in the bay turned from dark indigo slowly to
lighter shades, matching the clean sky; and for one midday hour there was a
truce. But the northwester always came again fiercer than before, bringing
high cumulus clouds, purple and shining silver, covering the sun, darkening
the w8.ter of the bay first to indigo and then, in the swift-flying shadows of
the clouds, to angry purple touched with the metallic brightness of rare
sunlight. And though the actual reading of temperature might be hardly bela
the freezing point, the afternoon grew hopelessly cold. The irui -dark bay,
streaked in the far distance with bright colorless light, was bleak, and re-
mote from human uses. Wind roared again in the trees, piled up an echoing
surf cn the eastern rocks of the cove, caught the fine spray and flung it up
across the grey moss above the cliffs,
"Winter fogs came with the thaws. The breeze hung in the south
and southeast, bringing gusts of rain or sleet followed by long lifeless
spells of wetness. Day and night were iSwio^ered in the imchanging blanket
of fog; all sounds were muffled, even the sound of the outer ledges that al-
ways came loudly with southerly winds; daylight itself hardly penetrated the
fog, and evening began to fall before morning had fully risen. The snows
melted but seemed undiminished; the road remained icy under the running
water. The whole course of life was arrested, and the visible world almost
ceased to move. The tide was forever out—its rising forgotten; the sucking
flats, the dead brown fields of rock-weed, belonged always in the same
1. Myers, Elaine.
2. Ibid. p. 154.
Loaves and Fishes , p, 86.
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"The fogs hung, spellbound, until the hope of coming suns v/as put
aside: then suddenly in the night stars appeered* The air was strangely
new and dry, charged with a new force of life. The large yellow light...
across the bay sprang very sharply out of the blach distance, a clean, new
brightness, unexpected. And in the morning the sun glittered over a hard-
edged, shadowless world. The northwest v/ind brushed the pale sea to darker
and darker blues, end once again the interminable round of weather had
begun.
Spring Along the Maine coast spring is, perhaps, the most welcome of
seasons even, when, as it often happens, it is slow in arriving at the full-
ness of its beauty. The sight of a single blossom or a few grass blades,
the feel of new warmth in the wind, the realization thst the sun lingers a
little longer, or the gentle touch of rain~any or all of these experiences
will give a sudden joyous lift to the heart of a native though brooks and
harbors may still lie beneath thick ice? though, except for meager bare
spots, snow may blanket the land; though the only bird cells may still be
the raucous screaming of ever-present gulls. Indeed, it takes the merest
sign of spring to fire Maine blood anew. The tiniest promise of spring's
coming erases aJ.1 the severities and monotony of winter. The blooming of
the first spring flower seals winter's doom. No mstter how cruelly it
strikes, thereafter, winter cannot disturb the tranquil assurance of a world
teeming with preparations for summer. Mr. Roberts tells of the promise of
spring seen in the coming of the first thunderclouds of the year:
"...The first thunderheeds of the year roll up over the long blue
coastline..., end the rumble of distent thunder ccmes to us from the tower-
ing masses of silver-edged clouds. We know then that within the week the
last of the drifts and the slabs of ancient ice must vanish from the east-
erly side of ledges; that the salmon are in the rivers; that meyflowers will
soon lie hid among their rough leaves at the edges of clearings; that before
we know it the baby frogs will set up their pipings in the roadside pools.
They are a sign, these first thunderheads, that a new world of rich harvests
1. Brace, Gerald Warner. The Islands , pp. 39-40.
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and lush meedovs and billowing groves is on the way to replace the barren
fields, bleak outlines and devouring chills that have so long oppressed us.”"^
Once under way, spring is usually a swift-burgeoning season in
I
Maine. As Mr. Coffin says, "One day the ice on the bays broke up into flows
in a southeast wind. The next there wasn't a cake of ice to be seen any-
where in all the blue ocean, and almost at once the spicy cups of pink may-
flowers were burning hot in the woods end maple buds swollen red. The
leaves came out on all the trees over night. It was hot, fierce Maine spring
end voilets all up everywhere in the matted, dead grass, and spikes of
2Canadian mayflowers filling the woods with the scent of burning cloves."
After that first touch of spring, the world grows rapidly warmer
and softens as it does so. Roads become thick beds of squishy mud. Brooks i
t
flood their banks and all the slopes run with silver streams of melted snow.
;
j
Woodlands brighten the ragged dark of evergreens with th© orange of willow
shoots and the red blush of birch twigs. A blue haze veils the hills as they
I
begin to green.
Then, approe.ches the height of the season when one hurries chores
I
I
in order to have time to "be abrea.8t of that first faint green on fields end
j
3
pastures...", even to be "a pace ahead, hunting hepaticas and arbutus out of!
I
melting snow before the earliest pussy-willow was out in furry gray. Always
i
...my spirit had beckoned to marsh-marigolds in the time of skunk- cabbage;
4
to lady-slippers before dog-toothed violets were through blooming...."
In May the apple orchards symbolize the quick glory end tragic
prodigality of life. Every wind brings the spicy fragrance of the blossom-
5
ing trees. "Thousands of bees in the tremulous arches of pink-tinged bloom"
1. Roberts, Kenneth. Arundel . ‘ New York: Doubleday, Doran ft Coiqpany, Inc.
1935. p. 148.
2. Coffin, Robert P. Tristram. Red Sky In The Morning , p. 102.
3 ft 4. Field, Rachel. Time Out of Ktind
. p. 338.
5. Ibid. p. 338
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ing” of spring.
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"spendrift flower*-
Summer Summer follows fast on the heels of spring. Scarcely hsve birds
returned or mayflowers faded » or apple blossom petals whitened the ground be-
neath the trees on which fruit has set, than there comes "the tip-top high-
water mark of full summer.
"The new grass had spread like ground fire over the side of the
hill and right off into the woods. The woods had an echo in them that came
only with leaves. The thrushes pounded double there. Dandelions came out
thick enough to blind you, and next day went gray-headed. Dandelions ran
into daisies and buttercups. The fields were buttered deep and sprinkled
o
with sparkling sugar."
Sxanmer showers the world with a bounty of gifts. Color, music,
sweet fruits are among them. Now, of all times in the year, life runs high.
All along the coast the fullness of the season shines. The magic effulgence
of spirit that a Maine coast summer engenders glows in Elaine Myer's sketch
of its loveliness:
"Summer had come, ... sweet end consenting. .. .Fir Point had never
been so fresh and green and blossomy, so magical a spot. Dawns were tender
jewelled things. The sun leaped out of a colored ocean to be, all day, a
glory in the sky. What melting blueness was the sky—if there were clouds
they seemed like heaps of white wool, or floating islsjids of flowers. The
meadow was snowy under a million daises, end wild strawberries were hidden
among them. They danced and tv/inkled their time out, and then made way for
other hosts of rainbow bloom. Song sparrows, phoebes and robinsj meadow-
larks, bob-o-links, all the day long; sometimes, in the quiet evening the
pure perfect rapture of a thrush—these were for music. And there was al-
ways the voice of the seal" ^
1 & 2. Field, Rachel. Time Out of Mind , p. 338
3. Coffin, Robert P. Tristram. Red Sky In The Morning , p. 102
4. l/fyers, Elaine. Loaves and Fi she
s
. p. 209.
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The possessions of this season are given without stint. With self"
less generosity it sheres its golden warmth and tranquil coolness* its soft
fragrance and enchanting sounds, its matchless colors: "The thick honey Bun**
shine of August folded over her a coverlet and burnished to gold the needles
caught in her chestnut braid of hair. Shadows of birds in flight fell some-
I
times on her body. Summer essences flowed around her, and the plaintive
magic sounds of the ocean: waves rolling, waves breaking, bell-buoys chantinj',
sandpipers celling...
"Deep, blue, tender, endless sky. Sea gulls were soaring there
high and free, their white mangs a wonder against the blue."^
So the ineffable piquant freshness of the Maine summer lifts the
heart of the novelist to lyric rhapsody. He feels an almost unbearable
pleasure in the sheer sensuous loveliness of that unequaled coast, and spilli:
the radiant beauty across his pages in lyrical pictures, now fragmentary, noii
carefully complete, but everiv/here glowing with the sparkle of the writer’s
enkindled spirit.
Land The coast land offers that variety noticeable in other natural as-
pects of the region. Pastures and woodlands thrive side by side. Meadows
snuggle in the warm hollows of pasture slopes or lie cosily between wood-
lands, or rest safe on the top of high sea cliffs. Sometimes an unusually
daring one will slip down and nestle close to the see. Shore coves stretch
pleasantly to meet the sloping sides of pastures,woods, or mea.dows. They i
brace themselves at the feet of cliffs. Out in the waters of the bay islandj^i
of many sizes, shapes, and colors splash in the ocean waves.
Pasture Short but sweet green grass aboxmds on the "rolling land bounded
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by woods and the see”. The grace of ferns surprisingly softens shaggy pas-
tures. Cows and sheep meander emong the rocks sjid shrubs of the rough land,
or lie in the broad shade of the few tall pines or large beeches that grow
here end there. Though alders, junipers, or boulders often shield the
cattle from sight, every wind floats the musical tinkle of their bells acrot 3
2
! the pastures. "Broad hillocks. . .rich in fruited vines" of blueberries in-
terrupt the grassy plots. The berries with silvery bloom deck "the low
3
mounds everywhere, mingling their blue with the scarlet of bunchberries.
"
Shadows from clumps of sweet fern and bayberry give the berries respite fron.
the sun.
Woods Groves of dark pines or spruce or fir frequently border the countrj'’
roads causing a dim fragrant world suddenly to intervene between two
brighter lands. These forests ere "thick end prickl]^ crowding down to
cliffs above the sea, reaching back into jvunbled regions of swamps and
hi^er ledges and thorny clearings: spruce and fir and juniper, blackberry
vines in the sun."^
Gloomy and lacking in tasty field berries as the woods must be,
they have a quick appeal; for cool peace, clean fragrance, and the beauty
of sunlight and shadow patterns wait there. A memorable experience it is tc
saunter through an evergreen woodlot where the fun slips with difficulty
among the closely woven branches to draw "fragile patterns. . .on the ground,
lending a burnish like gold to the fragrant needles and turning pigeon
5
berries to rubies." Trees, like Maine natives, go their merry way, growing as
their fancy dictates. Some cushion there roots in mosses; others split
granite rocks and stand nonchalantly in the cleft as if the boulder lent the
1. Ifyers, Elaine. Loaves and Fi she
s
. p. 215.
2. Ibid. p. 215.
3. J^ers, Elaine, Loaves and Fishes
, p. 215.
4. Brace, Gerald Warner. The Islands
, p. 10.
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Iprotection of a fortress; still others wear gay fungi like polka dots up sm:,
down their trunks. No whim is too fanciful to satisfy as Miss Myer’s descri^i
tion of an ’’old hermit cedar"^t®8tifies. Hd *'had drawn away from the other
cedars, firs, and spruce; he leaned at a perilous angle halfway down the
2
cliff" face. On many a day he dripped with spray.”
Meadows The meadows are debonair ajid captivating.
'•There is ' _cool green grass there where men may lie
at rest
And the thrushes are in song there fluting from
the nest.”^
There are scarlet strawberries in Jiine and velvety blueberries in August and
Highland cranberries in September — all tucked low in the deep grasses.
Bright, multi-colored flowers bounce and bob in the racing winds: "butter-
cups, daisies, purple all-heal, yarrow, brown-eyed Susans, and vetch".^
Queen Anne's lace graces the fields after the mowers clean the meadows of
tall grass and sweet clover. And fire-weed burns in the swampy edges of the
grassy land. Sometimes white birches lean above a green-banked spring. Sora^
times from a point of vantage, robust willows guard the fields. Crickets
and cicadas and bees make tireless music for the revels of little field folk
Bob-o-links, song-sparrows, bluebirds, and butterflies dip and swing and
flutter through the meadows all day. At night the fireflies sprinkle the
fields with light as they drop tiny fire balls in the dew.
Coves Each curve of shore is a world in itself. One finds coves of
finest fawn- colored sand which the water daily bathes. Spurs of green cut-
grass, sedges, and runners of sea peas fringe the curve of the land rim.
Red or yellow granite ledges face the sides. Coves with pebble or cobble-
1 & 2, Myers, Elaine. Loaves and Fishes , p. 214,
3, Masefield, John. "The West Wind",
4. Ifyers. op, cit. p, 80
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stone beaches are not uncommon along the coast. In these the sea plays
marbles, rolling the small end large rocks from one pocket to another. Abov^
the ocean's marble-grounds the deinty, brave sea lavender blooms. Somehow,
it thrusts its way through the crevices that barely separate the piles of
smooth stones. Sometimes it runs rampant in a small sandy plot into which
the sea has failed to toss many marbles. The ordinary cove boasts no better
floor than oozy clam flats. But when the tide has covered these with a quie*|;
pool of blue-green water, it is hard to fancy a lovelier sight. More often
then not, if one approached such a cove from the sea, he would see, on either
side, tall shore spruces crowding flat red ledges into the water. In the
middle of the upper curve of the cove a brook would be tumbling crystal
bubbles into the salt water which swallowed them ea.gerly. And from either
side of the brook's mouth white birches, deep in soft gra.ss and ferns, would
spread to the evergreens and ledges at the far side of the cove.
Islands The islands that anchor in the bays of coastal Maine add the lure
of distance to the mainland's appeal of beauty. They are really small
editions of the landscape on the mainland. Some of them are large enough
to boast ,meadow, pasture, wood, shore coves, and ledges. Others give them-
selves up to being a single kind of land — a meadow, a wood, a heap of rock
maybe. Whether they be a sample copy of the mainland or merely a duplicate
of a single part of it, whether one sees them from a distance or visits
them, the islands are invariably interesting. In fair weather far islands
seem "a gray fog-bank on the horizon''.^ Other islands show more clearly.
Signs of man's activity are visible on some— "the bareness of old quarries;
...a cluster of derricks against the edge of the sky, and the smoke of
donkey engines... on workdays in prosperous seasons--but far-off, as though
1. Brace, (Jerald Warner. The Islands, p. 8.
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it were in a different part of the world". On islands of the bay in one's
immediate vicinity, one may notice the nests of fish hawks set like flat
sailor hats on the spike tops of lonely trees. The islands where gulls breed
are barren rock heaps, except for the black skeletons of a few dead trees
which by some trick of chance have so far withstood mad gales. But many
islands, unspoiled by men or sea birds, lie on the sea. Such were those
which attracted Aaron Shane, as a anail boy, end later enchanted him when a
man-grown he returned to explore them:
"...He noticed the islands, the lovely islands. .. .How many there
were, so quiet, and so dark against the glittering blue water with their
thick growths of spruce and fir crowding down to the very waves' edge. One
island was only a jagged rock, another was a mere green mound with a knot of
white birches to twinkle their leaves in the wind. But the dark wooded kind
drew the child most,,,,^
"Now to starboard lay a large island dense with firs; they tried t:
jostle one another into the water...umm, dark, secret places in there....An
unwonted fragrance came on the wind. It was not the tang of salt, not the
breath of pine and fir warmed by the sun till they gave up their balsamy
sweetness. It was the fragrance of blossoms."^
An island that appears at a distance to be only a ragged "clump of
granite slabs, with a tuft of fir trees in the center"^ may prove a place of
unusual beauty when explored. One discovers the cream-colored ledges have
been polished to smoothness by the sea's frequent grinding. "Pungent- sweet
^
its aroma
crowberry moss...under the trees, dry and deep" mingles/with the spicy scenl
of evergreens and sea winds. Tide-pools "with bottoms of amber, sunny sand
6
and colored shells" smile from the safe curves of rock pockets. And, "a
n
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the island and as speedily retreating, constantly teases the granite shore.
Sea Through Maine novels the sea wa_shes incessantly. To all the coastd
storms—tlizzards, gales, northeasters, clearing northwesters, and to all thei
fair-weather breeders— sun, north wind, west wind, northwest v/ind, the sea
responds. Its sound, its color, and its motion change with the weather.
Always it reflects the mood of the day at hand. On a bright day the blue se^
runs gently in sheltered coves. Splashing and rolling upon the shore like a
playful pup quivering with gay spirits. Along outer beaches and shore reach^
the jovial sea flaunts a greater freedom. A-lone^with no one to annoy it,
bounding spirits are given free rein. It shouts in throaty rumbles. Again
and again it takes a running jump up red ledges then relaxes and rolls easily
back to its starting line only to taJce a deep breath and race forward once
more. In the late afternoon the ocean often changes its blue for silver, but
without a moment’s hesitation in its lonely game. In the twinkling of an ey^
its white-fringed blue becomes "tossing quicksilver"^ When night settles
over the world, the sea stops leaping the granite boulders and rolls in long
slow swells to catch "blue star points" in its glassy black mirrors. No
longer yelling boisterously, it lures them with a "sustained far rote,,.that
3filled all space as evenly as silence itself".
When the feel of a storm is in the air, the ocean grows especially
chipper. For all the dark color it sports, its spirits are sky high. It
springs high over reefs end ledges dropping down on them "blossoms like gian*^
white lilies".^ Its shouts, that reach to the topmost sky, cause the earth
to tremble in awe. Then, when the storm swings into full blast, the sea goei
1. Field, Rachej-. Time Out of Mind
. p,9.
2, Brace, Gerald Warner. The Islands
, p, 3.
3, Ibid. p. 3.
4. Coffin, Robert P. Tristram. Red Sky In The Morning. p. 2.
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wild with delight. It roars louder and louder "in a crescendo that engulfs"
the sky and lend. It falls all over itself as it leaps to touch the sky's
summit. It crashes down vehemently on rocks and beaches and shore woods and
immediately bounces skyward again. With each bound, it tears the creamy
fringe of its clothes into countless lacy strips. Sometimes the sun^break-
ing through the storm clouds, further maddens the sea by plunging into it
heat of "blinding whiteness, with savage blazing intensity". Then the oceat^
seethes and wildly flings itself in all directions forgetful of all save its
own burning torture.
After such agony it takes a while for the sea to recover its easy
enjoyment of fair days. Sven when the storm has cleared and the sun shines
more kindly, the ocean heaves and bellows. It bumps and swashes against the
shores of sheltered coves. It towers above outer ledges and cobblestone
beaches, then suddenly smashes down upon them. In the near hush of moments
when it streams quietly back over reefs and beaches, one hears the echo of
its shouting, "loud and insistent"^ though far off. Finally, with the pass-
ing of a day or two, the sea becomes its jolly self again; and, charming in




Communities From era to era, costal communities have changed their appear
ance. Lands cleared for the first cabins have gradually grown back into
woods or fields^ and new sites have been adopted and made ready for homes or
gardens. Town centers have enlarged or shrunken, but the general situation
1. Brace, Gerald Warner. The Islands , p. 186.
2. Ibid. p. 192.
3. Ibid. p. 29.
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of the towns has remained from generatioi to generation. To the south
stretches the sea.; to the north hills slope "behind, . .moimting fields and
pastures".^ Beyond a harbor snugly enclosed by curved headlands, "shaped
like the horns of oxen,"^ beyond a far-reaching bay arch "the hills.,., blue
in a west wind, purple before a north, pale grey when a southeaster troubled
the sea". Islands of ell shapes and sizes flock in the bay, "Ponds,
4
which no one thought of calling lakes", lie in the dips of woodland slopes.
!
"From one of these a brook, v^hich would have elsewhere been termed a river,"
rushes to the sea.
The In the days immediately preceding and Just following the
Community
of the Revolutionary War, the coastal communities had no town
Revolutionary
Era centers as later eras reckon. The main road was little
more than a wagon-rutted grass way from which narrow paths led to rough log
cabins built from natural pine by slow labor. The fortunate settlements had
a garrison house where people could flee for protection during the Indian
raids incited by the French, Then, too, such a garrison house as Stephen
Nason's father owned served as an inn. Here, of an evening, men sat in the
gathering-room and discussed the scraps of news which chance travellers
might bring or listened to tirades against the English king. Sometimes the
square white-colvimned house of a wealthy English squire crowned the highest
hill in the district. Amid the contrast of simple surroundings, it vaunted
its grandeur. Every bit of it except the painted wood clapboards was an
importation from England, Such a house, towering over the lowly cabins of
1. Chase, Mary Ellen. Mary Peters, p, 102-103.
2. Ibid. p. 103.
3. Ibid. p. 103.
4. Ibid. p. 103.
5. Ibid, p, 103,
6. A character in Kenneth Robert's Arundel.
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woodcutters, fishermen, and dockmen and above the wharves where the "King's
pines" were loaded into the "King's ships", stood like a symbol of the threa';
of tyranny. The common people hated the intrusion of such a place j it sig-
nified to them the loss of individual liberty, the annihilation of all oppor-
tunity to get ahead on one's own merits.
The But the fine brick or wood houses with glassed cupolas that
Community
of the topped coastal hills in the middle eighteen hundreds meant no
Sailing
Era stifled opportunities. They were the symbol of a freedom
bought by great struggle. These homes, "with wide spaces between them where
their lawns gave place to fields and to flower and vegetable gardens",^
belonged to men who had earned them by dint of hard labor, frugality, shrewd-
ness, and ambition. Sea captains, or their widows, the general storekeeper,
the postmaster, the doctor, the ministers, and the Academy's headmaster live:,
in these homes on the chief town hills. Wexl-to-do farmers lived out from
town where the acreages were larger. Their homes were less pretentious but
2
no less solid. "Broad, low houses with small, wood-bine covered windows"
and central chimneys sat trimly in maple- shaded yards. Large red barns
stood behind, beside, or across the road from the houses. Stone walls sepa-
rated the fields. As it wended toward town, the main road, which swayed
beck and forth and rambled up and down sLope after slope, passed now and
again from the sunny warmth of an open way to the cool twilight of a track
through evergreen woodlots. At the outskirts of the town, the homes of the
less substantial people crowded beside the road. In them lived respectable,
hard-working families (from the same stock as the more financially success- '
ful)— fishermen, manual laborers, woodsmen, seamen and their wives, who
1. Chase, Mary Ellen, Mary Pet ere , p. 103.
|
2. Carroll, Gladys Hasty. A Few Foolish Ones . New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1935, p, 3,
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earned added pennies by cleaning wealthy houses and by t&king in washing.
Somewhere along the road lay the modest one-room greinmar school; usually, it
was a gray or red building perched on a ledge-topped slope. The old brick
academy stood on a central hill nea.r the slender- spired church. Elm trees
bordered the road through the main part of town. From this spaciously shade|<f
street, narrow rocky roads ran between the village stores, post office,
cobbler's or blacksmith's shops dov/n hill to the waterfront where the hum
of busy shipyards and the clamor of loading-docks boomed. The sea glistened]
before or beside one always as he travelled the roads or sauntered down a
lane that "was a narrow green world closed in with wild rose thickets, bud-
ding raspberries, tangled saplings of birch and alders, a world open only at
one end, upon pale water", ^ And in the harbor, or at the wharves, great
sailing vessels spread or lowered their sails.
The Until late in the nineteenth century the typical community
Community
of the remained that of the eighteen-fifties. Family fortunes rose
Era of
Steam and dwindled, to be sure, and with them the appearance of in-
dividual properties changed from unpretentious, unkept houses and lands to
flourishing, trim properties, or vice versa. But even in the nineties the
white- colvunned portico of the red academy gleamed behind shaded lawns. And
the dignified grace of the church still crowned its hill although, as the
century advanced, it was not so well attended. The post office and the blac|lj:-
smith shop and the cobbler' s shop still held high positions in the business
center. The general store continued to be the mens' clubhouse with politicjs
end social meetings held around the pot-bellied stove and with refreshments
from the cracker barrel and pickle jar always handy. Farmers still drove to
market v/eekly to buy supplies and to sell their buttei and eggs. As crooked
1. I'fyers, Elaine. Loeves ^nd Fishes
, p. 75.
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as ever* the main road clambered over hill after hill. But the shore roads
had changed. Only that leading to the narrow steam-boat pier had widened
and smoothed a little. The others had shrunk or disappeared, for shipyards
and shipping docks were silent and decaying since the clippers had given way
to steam vessels. Most of the year it was very quiet along the shoi e. Now
and then a lonely fish house and tiny wharf or rusty and rotting yard appa-
ratus broke the landscape of fir and rock and grasses. But during the
summer, the shrill shouts and boisterous laughter of rusticators echoed alon^;
the shore. Their dark- shingled, white-trimmed cottages with wide verandas
marred the beauty of many headlands. The harbor had changed, too, since the
days when sailing was in its prime. Coastwise schooners and a yacht or two
furnished the only sight of sails. The brown smoke of little coast steam-
boats or palatial steam yachts stained the sky where white wings used to fly|
In place of the slender golden masts of sailing ships, the stubby orange
funnels of cruising yachts broke the harbor skyline. Other boats were the
small craft of fishermen—dories or power boats.
The By the time the twentieth century was under way, the more up-
Community
of the to-the minute towns had macademized roads built with state-aid.
Modem Era
The flourishing summer trade brought the growth of village
centers. Specialty shops and gift shops opened beside the general store*
A drug store and a hardware store wedged into the wall of business buildings
that lined the main street for a block or two. The post office had its own !
building paid for with Government funds, A hotel had 'appeared close to the
town center. Summer people had bought and reclaimed the land and homes of
former sea captains and well-to-do farmers. They had given money to restore
the meeting-house. The red academy had become the state-aided high school.
The farmers no longer peddled their wares, but advertised them by hanging
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signs in front of their houses. With fresh sea-food the fishermen, however,
made daily trips to the kitchen doors of rusticators. “Nearly every family
had a car, a Model T, and even those who must still depend on horses could..
cover five miles in half or three-quarters of an hour.“^ On Saturday nights
movies provided a "social time" for women and children. Men still preferred
their "discussions" though they gathered now at town corners instead of in
the general store. The houses of summer people and the homes of townpeople
end business blocks used running water and electricity. In some places
canning factories and fish-padcing houses provided a living for seme natives
and for many foreigners from the north and south.
Yet, in the twentieth century, some coast towns remained relativelj'
untouched by the revolutionary changes that came to those on main highways.
Many of these still nestle snugly beside the sea. One such is the Moose ^
Island of The Islands . Its curving main road is gravel or hard-packed dirt.
Hay-fields and woodlots border it. Bumpy private lanes turn off from it.
Houses—humble, ramshackle, large, trim— stand close to the road or well
I
beck from it on a slope or behind spreading trees. The general store is the
whole village center. The postmistress is the collector and dispenser of
|
I
all the latest gossip. The church is small without a spireo steeple but
with a claim to simple beauty. The school house is the typical one-room
building. No Saturday night picture show threatens the success of church
I "sociables" or grange meetings. Dooryard wells or meadow springs supply
I
drinking water. Tubs and barrels of rain wster take care of baths and wadi
ings. Kerosene or, at the best, gasoline lamps and lanterns light house,
I
barn, and shed. Not even the steamer’s daily trip excites the easy-going |
village. The few rusticators era beholden to the farmers and fishermen, not;
1. Carroll, Gladys Hasty. A Few Foolish Ones, p. 259. |j
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they to them. Few yachts crowd the fishing hosts out of anchorage. In theso
coast regions Maine natives and MsJLne scenes continue unspoiled.
Homes The homes pictured in recent novels of Maine are for the most part
typical of actual houses in the coastal district. The garrison house de-
scribed in Arundel and the stone and wood cottage depicted in Loaves and
Fishes are, of course, no longer used as homes. But the square mansions of
|
sea captains with cupolas set cn the roof, the broad low farm houses with
long ells of sheds and outbuildings connected to the main house, the simple
homes of fishermen, and the trim cottage^houses of other laboring men are alii
still common along the coast.
Garrison A smithy and a horse shed stood beside the eight room log house
House
that was the original garrison house which Stephen Nasons*
s
father built high on his farmlajnd at the age of seventeen, with the help of
his father, friendly Abenaki Indians, and a carpenter from York. After a
time, in order to harbor those who fled to the house for safety during Indiai
raids, Mr. Nason enlarged the garrison by adding on each side, ells parallel
to each other. The original logs in the house walls were covered with narrO"!'
clapboards of pine prepared in his own saw mill. The kitchen became a
gathering-room with wide floor boards and **a fireplace so large that six
people might sit within it on each side of the fire... .The walls within were!
sheathed with broad boards of pumpkin pine with edges shaved thin and over-
la.pping each other, so that no crack could appear, howsoever, the boards
j
might shrink.'*^ Two shipwrights had been hired to "make small tables with
oval tops, which might be drawn before the fire and gripped between the knees
2
by one who wished to devour a juicy black duck or a fine clam chowder."
1. Roberts, Kenneth. Arundel , p. 11.
2. Ibid. p. 11.
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Compared to the other homes of its day the house was luxuriously large. The
bedrooms had each a chair, a chest, and a cord-strung bedstead with corn-
husk mattresses. The kitchen, or gathering-room, was furnished with a
'
”carved court cupboard and stout chairs”.^ A stockade surrounded all the
buildings as extra protection against hostile Indians.
Cabins In Tristram Coffin’s John Dawn , one sees more humble homes of the
i
same era. They were limited to two rooms and, perhaps, a loft. But a le.rge
I
fireplace, six feet or so, stretched across one side of these log cabins and
in the evening, lighted the whole room with its flames. The more thrifty
and diligent men floored their rooms against the cold with heavy pine
planking. They made their furniture, too—a cupboard on which stood silvery
i
pewter plates and mugs, "a pine table scoured white, with... blue plates 1
' 9
shining on it,” sturdy chairs end three-legged stools and long hearth
benches—all hand-turned. Besides these, in the bedroom, stood a maple
|
bedstead with hand-carved posts and with hand-sewn quilts across it. The
mattress stuffed with corn husks and the feather pillows were also products
of home industry. The ordered simplicity and rough beauty of such cabins
reflected the lives of their owners and the natural surroundings of dark '
firs, rocky slopes, and blue sea.
Cottages The island cottage of rough stone and native timber where Mary
Bird, a character in Loaves and Fi shes , lived before her marriage to Aaron
Shane stood in fitting beauty in a circle of firewood. Before it a flower-
|
spattered meadow sloped down to a quiet blue cove. Large shade trees in
front of the house offered a comfortable spot for ’’sitting out” on sunny
deys. The well sweep lay conveniently close to the door. Within, the
1. Roberts, Kenneth. Arundel , p. 9.
2. Coffin, Robert P. Tristram. John Dawn , p. 47.
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cottage was simply furnished. A long and wide hearth in which a reflector
oven was used for baking covered most of one wall space. Dry ears of ma.ize
and misty green bunches of herbs hung from the bls.ck rafters. A long table
spread with conmion pottery end pewter dishes stood out from one mellow-
timbered wall. Apart from the ordinary chairs, in its own corner, "a greet
|
wooden armchair with a tall back”^ attracted special notice. Nothing in the
cottage was bright except the golden ears of corn end the fire. It was a
dim shadowy place, but one felt as if he were in a spacious sunlit room; for
the glow that emanates from people living in hannony and contentment
brightened and magnified the small room.
More common and far less pleasant and neat was the house of a
2
careless poor person. Such a. house broken-minded Granny Sue kept. "A
3
narrow cottage, lead-paint ed , dingy, unshuttered," it seemed deserted until
one approached close enough to see in the window the yellow face of Granny
Sue with its sharp eyes peering at one. "No clipped grass, no flowers, just
I worn earth by the back door and thistles by the front or maybe a lilac
ghrub. Inside the house, disorder reigned. The ceiling and walls were
spotted with holes where plaster had crumbled and fallen. More often than
not v/indows were curtainless. The furniture, what little there v/as, was
scarred and broken. The stove smoked in complaint against the fresh-cut
wooG thrust into it. The carpetless floors were stained and dirty. The
whole house looked lifeless and destitute.
But there were common cottages as inviting as the early house of
Mary Bird though of a different build. Hiram Snow and his v;ife lived in one
I 1. Myers, Elaine. Loaves and Fishes
, p. 41.
2. A character in Gerald Brace's The Islands .
3. Brace, Gerald Werner. The Islands , p. 33.
4. Ibid. p. 33.
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of these. Perched above the shore, the smell, immaculate house was trim
from top to toe. The weather-beaten shingles that covered it snugly were
relieved by white windov; trims and livened by the gay red end pink geraniums
in windows on either side of the door. Sunlight end rain flirted with the
smiling blossoms beside the door stoop where the fisherman owner liked to
sit and sm.oke while he watched the sun fede across the bay. Sometimes, too,
J he knit his pot heads here in the warm afternoon sun. A meadow, which a
scythe kept closely cut, stretched away from either side of a. v/inding foot-
i path that led from the cottage door to the small fish house on the shore.
Although we have no view inside this particular house, we can imagine that
it was much like the house to which Aaron Shane took lla.ry Bird as his bride.
I
The sunny brightness outside the house became cosy within. Crisp curtains
I
I
at the windows; a shining black cook- stove beside an open hearth; a table
with a gaily checked blue cloth; a mantel holding bayberry candles and a
jar of newspaper spills used to save on matches; a built-in sink and cup-
boards, severely clean; a cooky jar, a doughnut crock with painted flowers
on them; and the pleasant aroma of cooking food—a room to live in happily
was the kitchen of this humble cottage. The bedrooms, more sparsely fur-
nished with only a bed, a chair, a chest, and a wash bench looked just as
I
spandy clean and bright as the kitchen in spite of the rows of clothes
hanging on hooks along one wall; for here starched curtains, also, draped the
1
small windows, and the colors in patch-work quilts were merry, and the white
plaster walls shone with the perfection of unbroken surfaces.
Fs-rm The homes of prosperous farmers, like John Peters^ and Gus
Houses
Bragdon^, usually sat v/ell back from the road. "Gravelled paths
1. A character in Mary Ellen Chase’s Mary Peters .
2. A Character in Gladys Hasty Carroll's A Few Foolish Ones.
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^ or white clapboarded walks''^ wound through the scythe- cut yards "to austere
pfront doors shfded by lilacs and syringes" or to the back yard "where
3
' chsjnomile and rabbit ' s-foot clover flourished". At the back corners of the
I
I
house stood rein barrels. A well sweep was located near the kitchen door.
I
I
Bright milk-pans often aired in the sun on the wooden platform that covered
I
the well. A woodpile was heaped in the yard convenient to the shed where
the wood was to be stored after drying out. Frequently wooobine or morning
glories clambered over doors and windows. In the border gardens along the
' house wall sweet peas, cosmos, dahlias, and hollyhocks bloomed deliciously.
In the round or diamond- shaped plots tha.t sometimes dotted the front lav/ns
"grew crimson peonies, bleeding-hearts, fuchsias, marigolds, and nastur-
tiums".^ The farmer's lend plots, separated by stone walls, spread on all
sides from the site of his home. He owned apple orchards, sometimes en-
livened with rows of beehives; sloping pasture land, rich with blueberrj’’
patches, where horses and cattle grazed; meadows v/here early strawberries
ripened in the tall grass; and vegetable gardens which throve xmder careful
cultivation. Kis large barn Joined woodhouse and toolshed, a direct line of
oddly assorted buildings attached to the long kitchen ell of the stolid,
broad, low white or yellow farmhouse.
The simple kitchen was spick and span from bleached pine floor to
i plastered ceiling. A large black cooking range, gleaming with nickel trim-
mings, occupied the outer end wall, leaving space enou^ for a deep and wide
woodbox behind it. Against the windows a large dropleaf table wore a cheery
red- checked cloth end a blue bowl of red apples. Fine maple chairs stood
here anc there. Along the wall opposite the table sprawled an old padded
j
couch. On the golden oak mantel an array of kerosene lamps minted with town
1. Chase, Mary Ellen. Mary Peters
, p. 106*
2. & 3. Ibid. p. 103,
4. Ibid. p. 106.
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reports, almsnacs, and writing me.terials. Geraniums brightened the curtained
windows. The freshly scrubbed paint of wainscot and built-in cupboards
gleamed against the conservative wall paper.
The dining room, used only on state occasions, had dark beige papeil*
with shadowy scenes. Pine or walnut furniture—in the nineties it would havf
been heavy oak— filled the room with customary buffet, broad table, sind
matching chairs. The downstairs bedroom, reserved for guests or the birth o:
children, lay behind the parlor across the hall. The heavy four-poster and
massive chest of the mahogany or maple bedroom suite crowded each other in tlji|e
small room. Bright floral wall paper, the simple beauty of a quilted cover-
lid, hooked and braided rugs on the light painted floor pleased the eye.
The front parlor was the crown jewel of the house. Here flower
bouquets bloomed in columns on the walls. Heavj'- lace curtains patterned the
window panes. In one comer, an organ with a horsehair stooll A curved
-
beck sofa and matching straight chairs in shiny black horsehair subdued the
wall paper. The dark walnut stand beside a stiffish easy chair held a choic^
pink-globed lamp and a large Family Bible bound ornately in gold-tooled
leather. On the mantel above the fireplace frosted pastel vases framed a
cross-stitch sampler. Black iron fire tools and red leather bellows graced
the seldom-used hesrth. The flov/ers in the gray carpet almost matched those
in the wall paper. But for all their valiant effort, the flowery walls and
floor could not dispell the cold aloof dignity of the room.
In the narrow, unfurnished, darkly-papered hall, a black walnut
bannister followed the stairs to the sloping second story. Here were bed-
rooms less pretentiously furnished than the "best bedroom" below. The
chamber set might be painted and trimned with colored bends or flowers; it
might be pine or maple with spooled legs. The wall paper, too, was less
l- »
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conspicuous, dainty meadow flowers replacing sho’wy medallion bouquets. There
was no ostentation in these family sleeping rooms. They were charming v;ithoui;
trying to be. Their immaculate simplicity made them so.
Sea Captains * The following picture of sea captains’ houses combines those
Homes




John Dawn , Time Out of Mnd , and Mary Peters .
The homes of sea captains and shipyard owners were hill-top mansionii
of red or white clapboards or red brick. They were tall square houses, some-
times with a high-pillared portico across the front, always with a cupola on
the roof. Four wide chimneys of natural or painted brick provided flues for
the fireplaces--one in every room. Delicate fan lights added grace to the
front doorways. Brick footpaths and driveways of bleached gravel and clam
shells curved down to white gates. A large barn for housing stock, horses
and carriages stood just to one side at the back of the house, connected by
ell sheds to the house itself. The sloping lawns around the house gave way
to stone-walled fields, meadows, garden plots, and orchards, lilacs and
rugosas ruffled in the wind at the corners of the houses. Gay flower borders
edged the peths.
Indoors, the kitchen was much like that of a prosperous fanner’s
wife, with gleeming floor, spotless cupboards, sink and sideboard; with pert
geraniums, bright tablecloth, and huge shining stove. But the other rooms
were completely different. The dining room had walls with three-quarter
wainscot and glass-faced china cabinets through which glimmered fragile tea
sets ”of rose and green and gold, flowers flecked with sun amid a wilderness
of leaves, butterflies of raised gold flake poised above them"^ or ”of white
1. Giase, Mary Ellen. Silas Crockett , p. 41.
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with tiny sprigs of palest green, and rich dinner sets of ”blue ch£naware i
2
with mandarins and rivers and pagodas'*. Goblets and glasses, pitchers and
|
sugar bowls, silver services from far lands shone from cupboard and buffet. '
An imported damask cloth "that trailed on...wide floorboards" covered the i
!
long table. Rich silk draperies hung at the windows.
I
In the hi^-ceilinged library the walls were solid with books. Onjii




marked with faint pencil lines recorded the world-wide routes of the owner's]
i
voyages. Huge shells and corals decorated the mantel. A large mahogany !
desk suggested hours of planning and figuring on ships and cargoes. An oil
painting of the first family vessel hung above the mantelpiece. The library'
I
reflected the culture and energy of the family.
The living room displayed no less the splendor of their achieve-
ments, Above the carved wall panels were imported papers depicting the gar-i
I
1
dens and fountains of Versailles, or walls painted with "scenes showing
|
I
merchant brigs breaking bulk in the lee of ruined castles, and scantily- cladj
people performing on instruments in the vicinity of heathen temples".^
Chandeliers with crystal spangles that played fairy times when breezes blew
j
I
through the large windows shot rainbows of light from their prisms. The
|
I
restrained beauty of Sheraton and Heppelwhite chairs and tables lent grace
!
to the room. The golden gleam of brass fire-hood and screen complemented
I
a creamy hand- carved mantel. Family portraits and ship paintings interniptodj
I
the scenes depicted on the walls. Fine soft carpets protected closely
|
fitted floor boards. Heavy silk window-hangings softened the light, I
1. Chase, Mary Ellen. Silas Crockett
, p. 41.
2. Ibid. p. 36.
3. Ibid. p. 36.
4. Roberts, Kenneth. Rabble In Arms
, p. 38.
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I The long hall twinkled with mirror-backed candle scones, gilt-
framed steel engravings, long panel mirrors, and round gilt-edged mirrors*
A tall mahogany clock chimed the hour from the foot of the broad staircase,
which, railed with solid mahogany, swept in curving grace to the second
floor, where large square bedrooms invited inspecticn . Eacn had its own fire
place with white mantel to match the woodwork* Great canopied beds, “with
their cloth ceilings full of stars”^ and their mounds of feather bed heaped
beneath snowy spreads, beckoned one. In one room the top of the dressing
table looked like a rainbow ribbon, covered as it was with delicately cut
and beautifully tinted scent bottles. Coolness of green mingled with the
j
warmth of gold in the pattern of the printed draperies and chair covering.
In another "the walls were painted with hunting scenes by a painter from the
2German settlement at Dresden on the Kennebec". And the sky above them was
bright yellowl It warmed the room, filled as it was with massive dark fur-
niture and carpeted with big dark hooked rugs*
Such was the house of a sea captain in its prime.
But years often work hardship to a family, and fortunes vanish.
Then the stately home begins to lose its bright beauty* So it was with the
fine Crockett house in the fourth generaticn . Doorsills were worn thin.
White clapboards had begun to rot. The door frames had cracked. The roof
was sagging and in need of shingles. Green shutters hung loose. Salt sir
had left lighter patches here and there in the green paint. Terrace bricks
were broken or missing. The garden plots and lawns beyond had drifted back
into wild fields. The orchard was unkempt but still beautiful in its spring
flowers,
1. Coffin, Robert P. Tristram. Red Sky In The Morning , p. 43.
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Inside the house the need of fresh paint and new wall paper was
everywhere e.pparent. The floors had sagged with the rotting of supporting
beams beneath them. There were wide cracks in them, too. Hinges and latches
I
were loose. Paint was peeling from window sills and doors and wainscot.
Plastered ceilings showed cracks. All freshness was gone from the rooms—
from the scenic walls, the needle-point chairs and polished tables; from
portraits of ships and family; and from the fire screen. But the mellow
charm of the rooms remained. Time and age had only enhanced the dignity
and proud gra.ce of the house, which reflected the refinement and strength
of those who had lived in it for four generations.
Deserted The pathos and fascination of a deserted house is apparent in Misis
House
Field's presentation of a sight that is common along the coast.
New growth of shrubs and young trees had overrun fields end pastureland. Tho
house itself looked like a gray "square boulder some glacier had dropped agei!
ago",^ The windows had lost their glass, A lilac had blocked the doorway
from sight. ’ "...But the chimney had been built against time and weather and
stood up, proud and red from the green-filmed shingles."^ An orchard of
ragged, knotty-fruited apple trees struggled to hold its own, dauntless de-
spite its lack of cultivation by human hands. Under the eaves of the house
ba.m swallows had built a crinkled mud nest. The birds darted in and out of
the house. Inside as outside, it was a typical farm home with "two square
front rooms and two behind; low ceilings, and narrow stairs that led to a
half-finished room above", ^ The kitchen on the south side had warm sun in
winter end cool breezes in summer. The downstairs bedroom showed marks in
the comer vdiere the bed had stood, A strip of paper still clinging to the
1. Field, Rachel, Time Out of Mind , p. 207,
2. Ibid. p. 207.
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w&ll hinted at the one-time loveliness of the room when the viny pattern of
blue flowers had covered all the walls and the woodwork hed gleamed with
paint. A cracked willow-ware bowl, a child's broken chair were reminders
\ of the life which had once flooded this desolate shell of a home. In the
yard the quietly persistent grass was slowly choking all rose bushes end da.y
lilies.
Churches In Loaves and Fishes one finds mention of a country church half-
burned and lying lonely and unrepaired. There is, too, in this book a
lovely description of the modest gray meeting-house which Mary Shane and her
family occasionally attended. "Only on nights of moon or the pearly promise
of moon did the little church on the cliffs draw apart from other shadows.
Let twilight fall, and then it was one with the grove of firs behind it, one
with the cliff-head, rocks and scattered bay shrubs—for her walls scarred
with weather were graj’^ as twilight itself."^ But on this moonlit evening of
the church supper which the author describes, the tiny sanctuary stood in a
silver splendor, set with gold-orejige stones of light from the lamps inside
where women were unwrapping food and preparing the tables.
More pretentious houses of worship were the white village churches
such as Mary Ellen Chase describes in Silas Crockett . This meeting-house
had been designed and built by the village architect, Thomas Winship, once a
ship's carpenter. The details of beautiful buildings v/hich he had seen on
^
his voyages throughout the world he combined in artistic dignity in the
construction of the white church,
"Maine pines had formed the four Doric columns which gave entrance
to its wide porch; Maine spruce had shaped its tapering spire into almost
the exact semblance of a certain English cathedral spire..., the notched inner
edges of its wide triangular pediment were reminiscent of the decorative art
of churches in Normandy and Aquitaine; and the hi^ , severe, meny-paned
1. Myers, Elaine. Loaves and Fishes , p. 302.
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windows on either side of its penelled doors beyond their grooved pilasters
suggested Old England as well as New. In it Sir Christopher Wren lived
again, Samuel McIntyre, Charles Bulfinch, and other builders now nameless
whose homes and churches and public buildings Thomas V/inship had studied witli
an eye to shrewd and reverent emulaticn."^
A church so patterned graced the town in which it stood* The same
simple charm and dignity which was apparent in the exterior of the meeting-
house vme also evident within. The side walls were plain except where the
arched windows broke them. Behind the austere pulpit a high panelled wain-
scot walled in the choir loftj the stiff-backed white pews were likewise
carved on the ends which faced the aisles.
The sturdy independence and integrity of Maine character have
invested her village churches with a quiet charm peculiarly their own.
Other As for other public buildings— schoolhouses, town halls, post
Public
Buildings offices, general stores, taverns, canning factories, and shops,
it is generally activities in these rather than the places themselves that
are described. Now and then we glimpse a schoolhouse high cn a ledgy hill,
Schoolhouse a small gray weather-beaten or red-painted building. It is
usually a one-room school with a ”little entry with its coat pegs and water-
pail and pile of chopped wood, end beyond the desk-filled schoolroom”'^ with
its iron stove. A big map stretched across a windowless wall. The floor
was draughty; the meager blackboards were often cracked.
General In A Few Foolish Ones a sketch is given of the general store so




,and floorboards with their ink stains from the time
when old Ephraim Shorey had kept school. .. .Abner sold flour and cheese,
orenges and extracts, oil and grain, tonic end candy and post cards, as well
as the tea, crackers, and salt cod of earlier days. The fireplace had been
bricked up end an airtight put in.”^
1. Chase, Mery Ellen. Silas Crockett
, p. 29.
2.
Field, Rachel. Time Out of Mind
.
p. 269.
3. Carroll, Gladys Hasty. A Few Foolish Ones
, p. 58.
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One corner of the store vias partitioned off for the post office. Here littl'}
square mail boxes lined the wall from knee-height to ceiling. "...Abner
stood by his counter, wiping it with a damp rag, dusting off the end of the
cheese as it rested on the top of the cracker barrel, and swabbing around
the bunghole of the keg of cider.
Around the store sat a group of men whittling without seeming
aware of their movements. They talked and chewed tobacco. Now and then one
spat to emphasize a point in his argument.
Herring Walking through a present-day herring factory with Silas Crockett,
Factory
2nd, one catches brief glimpses of the canning processes. The
manager's office was dingy, and drowned in noise from the factory machines.
Across the windows flickered shadows of greedy gulls that watched every dip ,
of the scoop as men shovelled silvery herring from the holds Of fishing
smacks into large baskets on automatic carriers. In the cutting room sharp
knives in the deft hands of boys and girls rid the fish of beads and entrail
Then, in boxes, they travelled from brine vats and washing room to cooking
flakes and drying wheel, thence to the packing room where swift workers
fitted the tiny fish into small rectangular tins. Oil was poured in, the
covers sealed on, and the cans of sardines emerged, ready for the markets
All the factory workers laboring skillfully and tirelessly for twenty-five
cents or less an hour, looked clean and decent and self-respecting. They
were " 'fine coast- of-lfaine stock ... .Their families did better things years
o
ago in these parts and in other parts of the world, too....'
I).
}
1. Carroll, Gladys Hasty. A Few Foolish Ones , p. 58.
2. Chase, I/ary Ellen. Silas Crockett
, p. 378
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Occupations of which the novelists write include most of those
possible in the Maine coasts! region. Fishing, farming, end housekeeping ar
generally pursued; such vocetions as teaching, carpentry, and factory work
are less often chosen. Sea-going ana shipbuilding, which throve for a good
half century, s.re now only minor occupations. Great liners have, of course,
driven the beautiful clippers fron the seas, and shipbuilding in Maine has
dwindled to the one-man job of constructing dories, motorboats, and small
pleasure craft.
Early But in the days of the shipping boom things v;ere slirring in
Ship-
building many a Maine hamlet. Men built there great v/inged ships to
skirt the globe and sail the seven seas. Busy sawmills hummed to prepare th-
pine and oak for the fine ships. Partly finished hulls lay in deep cradles
while planks, beams, staves, a.nd edgings were worked into place. Copper
sheathing for the keels burned in the sim. Launching v;ays stood in readines
to send five or six' masters” forth across the world. The air was a mixture o
smells— "tar and pitch for the soaking of the paper betw'een wood end copper,
the tallow and the soft soap for the greasing of the ways, both fixed and
sliding, the oakum for the stopping of ... seams’*.^ Roofs of sail lofts were
spread v/ith canvas, laid out to weather before being fitted to mast and
I
boom. Every yard echoed with the sound of hammer and mallet, the shouts of
I "shipwrights, riveters and framers, tacklers and seamers". Chains shrieked
on derrick and pulley. "Ships to cut the water that circled every conti-
nent"" were being made.
1. Chase, Mery Ellen. Silas Crockett
, p.8.
2. Ibid. p. 8.
3. Ibid. p. 129.
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Sailing In these ships, men vdth sea-blood flowing lustily in their veins
left their homes to trade cargoes of fragrant spices, Chinese tea, Indian
coffee; of bright oranges and lemons end sweet figs; of rum and gin and
Madeira wines; of dried fish and sugar and molasses^ of salt from Cadiz and
pepper from Sumatra, They sailed all oceans in all weadhers. It was a life
hard ejid adventurous. As Silas Crockett remarked to Captain Gilley of the
coastwise steamer Island Maid, ”When a man sails a ship, like mine, for in-
stance, he*s got to have his stock of patience as well as his stock of wits.
Sailing's not just luck. It takes all the stuff a man's got in him, and
there's sure to be a wind sometime as long as there's a God in heavenl'*^
Experience had taught him the truth of his statements, as it had shown truth
to other sea captains of whom we read in recent Maine novels. Abel Teaswith
and his sons and grandsons after him, James Dawn and his son John and grand-
son Joel, the Prince Family, and Mark Shane— these men all knew the need for
patience, and possessed the alert minds and senses and rugged physiques bred
by the sea. The crews of robust coast men who voyaged with these captains
respected them as masters, admired them as men, and enjoyed them as friends.
In fair weather, with everything shipshape, the sailor had leisure
to smoke and spin yarns on the sun-bright deck. In days of slight v:ind, all
hands worked to msJce every whiff of breeze count. But when a fierce gale
drove the ship through mountains of water, then every seaman gave ail he had
to the task of trimming sails, manning the pumps, watching the hatches, hold
ing the vessel steadily on her course. After the storm the ship's carpenter
and sailmaker were busy with loose boards and wracked canvas. As the ship
neared port, every last sailor helped put the vessel in finest dress. The
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crew "holystoned s.nd scrubbed, painted end varnished"^ until every inch of
the ship hsd been gone over. After a successful voyage the boat sailed tri-
xraphEJitly into the home harbor, returning eager men and proud captain to the
glad welcome of anxious wives and mothers.
A hard life, yes, but a good life for the restless, questing spiri'
of man.
Modern Long after the era of sails and the ship-building boom had
Ship-
building passed, a few men like Moses Green and his nephew Edgar Thurlow
continued to build fine craft, of which they were as justly proud as those
earlier shipwrights of their great vessels. As they labored in their modest
shop, only perfection satisfied them. Uncle Mose hs.d taught Edgar the trade
As he **was hev/ing the keel for a new motorboat, swinging the adze with power
2ful precision," he told Edgar, " 'You got to have two men, to set in timbers
clampin' 'em and all. Clean oak chips snapped away, smooth polished where
the bright blade sliced them," The heav; oak timber gradually shaped to
"a slightly curving keel hewed so smoothly to the line that planing v:as
4
hardly necessary". Edgar took a turn on the stem. He chipped slowly, care-
fully. Uncle Mose mentioned important points as they worked along; ‘'’Before
I scarph the stem and keel, I like to paint the joint....A bo't'll last you
forever if she don't rot, and a good deal o' rottin' depends on the
5
buildin'l" Every step was taken with careful precision. Never a guess.
Never an experiment. Each tool lifted was the right one. Each line was cut
true. The beauty, strength, and fineness of ever} piece of oak and every
bronze bolt was weighed and appreciated. The best materials, the best
1. Chese, Merj/ Ellen. Siles Crockett
. p. 156.
2. Brace, Gerald Warner, The Islands
, p. 166.
3. Ibid. p. 166.
4. Ibid. p. 166.
5. Ibid. p. 166-7.
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workmanship combined to meice a boat worthy of her builders' pride in their
achievement.
Fishing Since fishing has long been the financial stand-by of most coast
families, Maine novelists often describe the fisher folk. After the R.evolu-
tion men like James Dawn sailed their sturdy vessels "way down under," and
returned with barrels of whale oil in their holds. Along with the sailing
boom there arose a demand for lobsters, dried salt fish, and smoked herring
that brought bright gardens of lobster buoys to bloom near harbor ledges
or outer reefs, brown brush screens of weirs to sprout across coves, smoke-
houses to defile the waterfront, aind white-lath flakes to burden every
breeze with the strong odor of drying fish. As the era of sail faded, men
bought stout schooners and dories for halibut fishing on the Grand Banks.
The profit from such expeditions was sufficiently alluring to outweigh the
hardships of fishing in bitter cold seas. Ironically enough, Nicholas
Crockett, who had sailed the world in great ships, was frozen to death on a
winter fishing trip to the Banks.
Lobstering and seining in home waters have remained the backbone
of the fishing industry along the coast, John Thurlow turned to fishing foij
a living when his bride refused to let him go to sea. He was well establislod
as a lobsterman by the time his son, Edgar, was ready to haul traps with hin
.
He knew every shallow, ledge, reef, rock, and current around Moose Harbor.
He knew where to set his pots for the best catch. Out at dawn each morningJ
he hauled in his traps hand over hand, sorted his catch, discarding "shorts"
and seed lobsters, rebaited and reset each trap, and headed homeward when
the sun stood low in the west. Yet the sea he knew so well, the friendly,
the treacherous companion of all his days, claimed him when his son Edgar
was scarcely beyond childhood.
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Will Prince lobstered on a smeller scale than did John Thurlow. Hn
set his traps inside the islands » too. He could row his dory to all twenty
easily in an afternoon# following school. Like John Thurlow and other lob-
j) stennen, he made his own traps of rough laths end spruce bows, and knit pot
heads end pockets of stout codline. The smell cf the dead bait didn't bother
him when he got used to it. "It was dirty work. He knew that.... But it
didn't interfere with the other part of him that liked to think about the
sunrise and the simset, and wstch the clean gulls flying and look up at the
clean white house where the great men of his kind had lived. Unlike many
fishermen, Will kept his boat clean, scrubbing it thoroughly every night witli
a wet broom.
Will confined his work to lobstering, but John Thurlow, like Aaron
Shane, did other fishing. When the herring began to run, he had his weirs
ready. Sometimes he went mackerel fishing at night. He could jig a slew of
them before dawn. Handlining for cod and haddock was not very profitable,
but trawls made this work pay. One could sell a good catch at the fish
pier, where these fish were slack- salted and shipped off in kegs.
In those days when the fish ran plentifully and refrigerator cars
had not ruined the salt fish market, a diligent man could make e good living
for his femily in the fishing industry.
Farming Coast farming has always demanded as much stamina as life at sea.
It was ever the necessity of all ; it remains the specialty of a fev/ success--
ful fanners like Gus Bragdon in A Few Foolish Ones and John Peters in Mary
Peters.
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The fanner has daily chores throughout the year. Dawn sends him
to the barn to feed the stock, milk the cows, and turn then to pastui-e.
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Evening overtakes him as he calls them home and repeats these chores. And
whet a multitude of things he has done betweeni
Each season brings its ovm. particular tasks. In the spring Gus
ploughed seaweed fertilizer into the furrows of his vegetable gardens,
grafted apple trees, repaired walls and fences. Like Kate '^erneld ajid Georg
Button, he tended the cattle when their young were born. In the summer ther
was haying, at which son and daughter assisted. "Kate drove the hay cart
into the field. Jeff sitting behind. She made seven loads tha.t a.fternoon,
taking each forkful fran her father and laying it where it rode best.... Jeff
did the raJcing after. The sun blazed down hot, and all the field was golden
-1
brovra. .. .Between loads they drank deep at the well, and wet their faces.
There was the garden, too. In rainless seasons, farmers like John
Peters resorted to dry cultivation. "He bent over his rov/s in the heat,
loosening the povtiery soil until it was fine as send about the roots of corn
and beans, beets and turnips, T’/hatever moisture might come in from the sea
between sunset end sunrise he was bound to catch, He prepared his ga.rden
against rain by loosening the earth to absorb the welter inste&.d of leaving
it to slide off from a hard surface.
In autumn the fa:mer realized the fruits of long hours under the
blazing summer sun. "He went about his land engulfed in sturdy content.
His pumpkins ley in his shorn cornfields like great globes of gold.... He
sat beneath his orchard trees,"" and later gathered the ripened fruit.
In winter the farmer cut his firewood, sind figured his accounts
during the long evenings. Gus Bragdon didn’t have to sit up to his; he
could figure quickly and accurately while he relaxed on the kitchen lounge.
1. Carroll, Gladys Hasty, A Few Foolish Ones. p. 152.
2. Chase, Hary Ellen. Mary Peters, p. 260.
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The industrious Maine fermer enjoyed the fruits of his toil. His
cellar wa.s stociced with vegetables, apples, wild berry preserves end Jelliesi
cider vinegar, salt pork, and canned stuffs. His buttery had fresh eggs and
crocks of butter and shining pans of milk. In his shed stood neat piles of
wood and well-kept tools. His lands and barns and house always looked trim.
Other Other occupations open to men were of the one-to-a-village
Occupations
for Men variety. The general storekeeper, the factory or fish plant
owner, the minister, the academy preceptor, the town lawyer had practically
no competition. The blacksmith and cobbler hexi a steady business, but their
meager fees kept them in hiimble circumstances. Excellent village carpenters
like Luke Gilma.n could tuck away many a dollar during building booms. And
always, of comse, there was the postmaster or mistress whose modest estab-
lishment was usually a room in his home, divided by a wall of private mail
boxes framing a small general delivery window.
Work of Single women and married women who needed extra pennies had
Women
^
various ways of earning. Sadie Berry kept the post office at
Little Prospect in her later years. When the Fortune wealth vanished and
Kate Fernald and her mother, the Fortune housekeeper, no longer received any
thing but board and room, Kate established a good business selling berries
and apples to the summer people. In time of need, Mary Bird Shane tried to
sell glasses of ruby cranberry jelly and bayberry candles. Though this ven-
ture was ill-starred, she found a successful way of earning by making bonnetii
for a traveling milliner.
School- Schoolteaching was a possibility for women with sufficient
teaching
education. For three years Mary Peters kept the district
1. Character in Rachel Field's Time Out of Mind
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school near her father's farm, end enjoyed the active little minds and vari©(
progrem of her ungrsded school before she advanced to work in the Academy.
But Kate Bragdon^ left her school under different circumstances. One June
after the final exercises she sadly watched parents and children trail soberljy
down the rocky hill before she locked the scarred door for the last time.
She would never again advise some "curly-headed college boy, taking up his
job of superintending". She would never again ring the bell with the black
walnut handle her father had carved for her when, as a young woman, she bega:
her teaching career.
House- In the fall Kate began a new life. She had time, now, for the
keeping
housekeeping which was the chief occupation of her Maine neigh-
bors, henceforth her real work, too. She need not hurry to finish the can-
ning before Labor Day. She had endless hours in which to clea.r the house of
old magazines, add new shelves to the buttery, recover her chairs, and sew
for herself, her sister, her sister's children. No one made better pies or
butter or biscuits.
Some women kept house as had Kate's mother, Sarey. They drove
themselves ragged with incessant and needless scrubbing. Some, like Luella
. 3Teaswith, merely supervised homes in which a maid did the work. The majority
4Ixved, like Kate and Abigail Crockett, between these extremes, doing their
daily tasks, easily and cheerfully. Abigail sang to her small grandson whili
she cut out ginger cookie men and rabbits or kneaded dough for bread. Mary
Bird Shane had little fancy cooking to do, but, on special occasions she
managed a surprise in the form of a golden sugar cake, served warm with '
1. A character in Cladys Hasty Carroll's A Hew Foolish Ones .
2. Carroll, Gladys 'Testy. A Few Foolish Ones
. p. 288.
3. A character in '"ilson Follett' s ^ More Sea.
4. A Character in Mary Ellen Chase's Silas Creek att . ^
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butter and brown sugar melting on it. Her family of four kept her busy with
washing, ironing, sewing- on buttons, mending tears.
No housekeeper could boast a neater home than Sarah Thurlow.^ The
way she did dishes was typical of hei efficiency. Her perfect kitchen exem-
plified the immaculate neatness of evei'^' room in the house. "Sarah was stand
ing at the sink bending her head over the steam that rose from her two dish
pans and mingled with white in the yellow lamplight .... She worked so quietly
that she seemed to be doing nothing: the mound of gleaming washed dishes ros^
r
O
mysteriously in the drainer. ...Sarah had wiped the iron sink out with a
3
white cloth and hung it on a string behind the stove—the final gesture.
...The kitchen settled itself into spotless order, the sink and the counters
4looked... as though they had never been used."
As often as spring came, houses were dug out in ail their corners.
Many a woman dragged out the parlor carpet and beat a year’s dust from it.
On the April day when Kate Fernald was to have been married, she moved all
the furniture in the east room of the Fortune mansion and tore up the tacks
that held the carpet. Then she pulled the rug outdoors end beat it .furiousl^'
until clouds of dust smothered her, her aims acned, ana sweat poured down
her face. Hard physical labor was a joy to one who dared not think.
Gardening House garden plots were usually the special pleasuie anc work of
women. Gay flov/ers bloomed as the result of much tender care. Solace
Crockett enjoyed the fall work in the house garden while she awaited the
birth of her child. "In October ajid November, when the lazy skies bent
close above the land, she bent above the garden rows, gathering the best of
1. Character in Geralo Warner Brace's The Island .
2. Brace, Gerald Warner. The Islands , p. 174.
3. Ibid. p. 178.
4. Ibid. D. 174.
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the seed-pods snd sacs against the spring sowing, cutting back the dried
sta.lks of hollyhock and larkspur, pulling the stout, corrugated roots of
the dahlias end wrapping them in burlap for storage in the cellax. ...It
was good... to feel the earth beneath one’s body, the soil in one’s hands.
Lovice Linscott^ enjoyed puttering in the garden where her grandmother’s
flov/ers kept blooming. It was her garden since Mindwell Gray had died and
Lovice had come with her husband, Harvey Linscott, to live in her mother’s
old homestead. "Lovice labored helplessly but happily whenever she could gelt
outdoors"'^ in the spicy tangle of garden just within the picket fence. Kate
Femeld, too, liked work in her garden, where blue delphinium and larkspur
bloomed around a great statue of Buddha, and roses grew in profusion. And
like Mary Shane, Kate Fernald worked in the vegetable garden, raising po-
tatoes, beans, peas, turnip, squash, beets, and greens. Karj wroiked from
necessity only; Kate labored as much from pleasure as from need.
Social Activities end Customs
The coastaj. districts menage surprisingly well without movies,,
night clubs, cafes? even without symphony concerts and the opera. Life can-
not be dull as long as people can anticipate a church supper, a. wedding, or
a sociable.
Boat Boat christenirigs wei-e favorite social occasions in the days
Christening
of sailing ships. In Time Out of Mind there is a vivid
account of christening the last Fortune vessel. John Dawn contains another.'
The excitement lasted from early morning, when the whole community gathered
at the shipyard
,
till long after the launching was over. Women brought
1. Chase, Mary Ellen. Silas urucicett
. p. 110.
2. A character in Gladys Hasty Carroll's A Few Foolish Ones.
3. Carroll, Gladys Hasty. A Few Foolish Ones , p. 247,
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food of all kinds for the supper spread on tables in the Dawn orchard. But
the men dug clams and quahaugs for clambake and chowder at noon. La.st minutiS
harmering ceased as the men left the ship to join women and children on the
shore where clams and corn were steaming in rockweed, and cider and doughnut:
waitea to round off the meal.
to set the supper tables; children played; youths and maidens strolled about
together. The air juggled n^rriad sounds at once—the staccato tingling blown
of hammer on timber, the voices of men "deep end vibrant as chords from . :
unoer the trees.
Day waned as the tide rose, and a trumpet summoned all to the even"
ing feast. Crickets alone broke the silence as the people bowed their heads
for the minister’s grace. The full moon rose before the last sunlight had
quite faded. A hymn was sung, followed by a momentary quiet before everyone
settled to his meal with talk and laughter and the clatter of dishes. Torch"
light illuminated the festive board. The launching men left the table to
return to the great vessel.
loosen the blocks under the ship. At last only the peg block remained. John
Dawn, his wife, Ruth, and the minister mounted the launching platform. The
crov/d drew in under the prow. The minister’s voice soimded far away as he
blessed the ship. The tinkle of shattered glass troubled the night as Ruth
Dawn said, "I christen thee Ruth of Devon. And may God ever guide and keep
thee on thy way, through storms, through shine
1. Coffin, Robert P. Tristram. John Dawn , p. 221.
22. Ibid. p. 228.
Soon men returned to their hammers: women sauntered to the orchard
cellos,"'^ and the clear notes of fiddle and flute drifting from a platform
People moved to the wharf, singing and talking, as workmen began t(»
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A single last sledge struck s clesji blow. The throng shouted in
unison as the prow slipped away from them. "The ship slid down in lovelinesisi
snd struck the sea."^
Wedding One res.ds often of wedding celebrations sucn as the one delight-
Parties
fully described in John Dawn . V»Tien James Dawn married Molly,
their friends came with simple gifts and food, and, to the tunes of the vil-
lage fiddlers, dE.nced the evening away with a boisterousness that shook the
new house. When the three-decker wedding cake had been cut and the bridal
pair toasted in sweet cider, friends pounced upon them and hustled them off
to bed, where, clothes and all, they were "tucked in up to their chins" undej*
a dozen new crazy quilts.
"
'Happy night I happy night 1 happy wedding night 1' called th(
departing friends as they snuffed the candles snd stole out into the frosty
silver ni^t, leaving the young lovers alone in their quiet house,
3
The serenade to which the village folk treated Charlie Hamilton
and his bride, Cora, was a rather similar gala party, but it began different[|.y
carrying a ms-d assortment of noise makers— shotguns, bells, whistles, tin
pails, copper washboilers. The villagers silently surrounded the Hamilton
house. Then the clamor burst forth, with loud demands for the groom.
"'Char-lie Ham-il-tonl Come out herei'...
"Another blast of drums aid shotguns followed, of bell-ringing
and fish-horn tooting; more shouted commands, more noise, and sound of feet
running across a roof, of blinds shaken and a window broken.
“'You'd better come out, Charlie darlin' i The boys is a-losin'
patiencel Better send him out, pretty Cora--or, by God, you'll wish you
had I
^
1. Coffin, Robert P. Tristram. John Dawn , p. 228.
2. Ibid. p. 52.
3. A character in Gladys Hasty Ceurroil's A Few Foolish Ones.
4. Cairoll, Gladys Hasty. A Few Foolish Ones , p. 177.
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The lights went on inside the house. Chsrlie appeared in the door
way, end was seized end carried down the pasture lane by the vociferous men,
while his father and mother end seventeen-year-old bride welcomed the women
and children in. A gay noisy evening of singing, games, dancing, and hear-
|
tily relished refreshments followed.
A more formal but still merry party was the v;edding reception of
Silas Crockett and Solace Winship. The whole village from sea captains to
laborers came to greet the bride and groom, ’’who stood With their parents
beneath a great bell of apple blossoms” open parlors. Within and
without the house throngs moved about. Talk and la.ughter hummed in every
corner. After long feasting and countless toasts, after Joyous dancing on
the windsv/ept grass, the bridal pair hurried out the white doorway to the
waiting coach in a shower of flower petals and old shoes, tears and pious
hopes.
A generation later the wedding reception of Nathaniel and Doborah
Crockett in the seme house was far less pretentious. Its simplicity seemed
pleasant and co-ufortable like the people of Saturday Cove themselves. The
wedding feast was as bounteous but more sober; there was no dancing, no
wedding journey. After the guests had gone, Nicholas and his new wife
walked from Deborah's house to the Crockett mansion which was to be their
home, end ’’under the syringas in the garden ate the supper which Deborah
helped prepexe”.^
Church Recent Maine novels often mention or describe church suppers. We
Supper
look in on them in Mary Peters
,
Loaves end Fishes and elsewhere,
for they have long been a favorite social gathering in coast towns. In ear
1. Chase, Mary Ellen. Silas Crockett
. p. 54
2. Ibid. p. 201
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days they were free. Now, for a quarter or thirtj-five cents, one sits down
to an abundance of delicious home-cooked food to which each housewife hts
contributed the specialty of her culinary art. Such perfect baked beans-- !
yellow-eye, of course—and brown bread, such salads end lobster stews and
fish chowders and blueberry pies and creajn caices are scarcely known in other
places. The food is as indigenous as the accent, as delectable as watching
the men gather at the tables, a little stiff and self-conscious, v/hile the
women bustle about with bov/ls of beans and pitchers of coffee, and the
i
children race in and out, eager for the sociable after the supper to begin.
Annual Our Maine novelists have not neglected the Annual Church Fair,
Church
Fair either, a.n event usually planned for the summer, to take advantage
of the patronage of summer people. Throughout the year the women had been
spending pleasant afternoons at Ladies’ Aid Meetings deftly knitting,
crocheting, tatting, embroidering, quilting, slowly filling scented drav/ers
and boxes with bureau sets, pillow cases, caps and scarves and doilies and
'
handkerchiefs for "The Fair". i
Fair day found the church vestry in gala array of bright booths
and festive tables. Food and fancy work, ice cream and "grabs" sold briskly
The lucky winner of a raffle walked out proudly with a new patchwork quilt.
Merriment ran high at the supper, and overflowed in appreciation of the
clever local "hits" featured in the entertainment which wound up the success'
ful bazaar day.
Other Picnics and parties in Maine take their character from the in-
Activities
viting country end the simple social structure of village life
V/e read of picnics as large as church suppers end es small as an outing for
tv/o. With gorgeous beaches, granite-girdled islands, spicy spruce-clad
ledges everywhere, they were elw'Eys an adventure and a treat, Who can say
I
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thet Mary Shane ' children were less happy at their carefree supper picnic
I
2 '
on the beach of the cove below their home than were Luella end Henry out onj
Bayberry Ledge where they had sailed for wild strewberries?
Dances were ever fun for young people along the coast. The Blainej
boys played many a lively tune for the York Road youngsters to swing to
Sarey Gray and Harvey Bragdon danced to their music. But church parties wer*^
limited to games. In John Dawn the minister consented reluctantly to a merrpr
sugaring off. The young people enjoyed games at Ellen Kimball’s party in
Mary Peters . Deborah Parson' s soap-bubble party was unusual and exciting,
Deborah herself being the center of attraction as the most skillful creator
of gorgeous iridescent bubbles. The most sumptuous party of which we read
was Rissa Fortune' s^reception in her father's mansion. The whole village of
Little Prospect had an opportunity to roam through the splendid living room8|
enjoy the bountiful food, and dance in the big lawn tent with its imported
orchestra and swaying Japanese lanterns.
Funerals and church services were seldom treated in detail. In
Mary Peters and A Few Foolish Ones the long popular revival services are de-
picted, but not the feverish kind where weeping and shouting prevailed.
There are brief views of congregations listening intently to respected pas-
tors or sitting in stiff disinterest under hs-lf- fledged young theologues.
Glimpses of such events sprinkle the pages of Maine novels.
Superstitions The number of times superstitions ere used as a means of
and I
Apparitions motivating or explaining events is not surprising when one
j
i
remembers thet they are an inherent part of the lives of people there, as of!
common folk everywhere. John Peters did not believe in all the sayings abouji;
I
1. A character in Elaine Myer's Loaves and Fishes
.
[
2. A character in Wilson Follett's N£ More Sea .
3. A character in Gladys Hasty Carroll's A Few Foolish Ones.
4. A character in Rachel Field’s Time Cut of Mind. '
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weather signs, but he was glad to knov; them. Abigail Crockett's joy was
I
!i
boundless when she sew the perfect caul over the face and heed of her new- j'
born grandson. It signified a future filled with high achievement. The
memory of looming islands and a triplicate picture of a looming ship which
Luelle had seen on an April morning frightened her whenever she recalled thsji;
on the very next night her father's first mate had come to tell her grand-
mother of his being lost at sea. The beautiful sight of white gulls clustered
about his little boat foretold the death of Aaron Shane. The ghost ship,
Harpswell, sailed right at the Dawn vessels, in any sea in the world, when-
ever a death occurred in the family. After the sea burial of brutal Cap-
tain Cain Prince,^ his crew vowed a wild black tom-cat had appesred on deck
for the first time, clawing and scratching anyone who approached him, Kate
Fernald's mother- vvarned her against marriage in May lest she have the devil
to pay. Old Lady Phibben's^ cryptic remarks that "many a tree furnishes
the handle of the axe that fells it," and that "lightning's most apt to cra^
in a high steeple" came back to Kate years after when she saw Major Fortune
broken and destitute of affection because of his refusal, until too late, to
bend his pride. These are but a few of the many superstitions scattered
throughout the bcoks,
CHARACTER TYPES
Characters Someone has said, "'Maine people stay in the mind even more
3
vividly than the coast they sprawl upon'".' Perhaps, this is true becsuse
the netives resolve themselves into a few type patterns, so that, throughout
Coffin'
s
1, A character in Robert P. Tristreny^ Sky In The Morning ,
2, A character in Rachel Field's Time Out of Mind,
3, Dodd, Marion E, "Along New England's Book Trails, I, Maine", Y^enkee ,
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the length of the coaet, the people sre more or less pieces of the same bolt
of goods. Every fisherman, seamen, end farmer possesses individual charac-
teristics, but he has also qualities that ere shared commonly with men of
other callings than his own. A man' s qualities of character and disposition!!
I
'




seems to rule the men, except the artistic type. It is less often the movint;
power in the lives of women; they are usually at the raercv of emotion. ThisI
is not to say that the men are incapable of deep emotion, but the discipline:
of reason and environment forbids a show of it except on rare occasions.
Men
Farmer The farmer type is well illustrated in Gus Bragdon. He worked in
partnership with the land, seeing and under standing his dependence on it and
his contributions to its growth* His first loyalty was to the eirth and the
woods. He felt a sympathy with them such as he was never conscious of in
his associations with people. The foibles and complaints of humanity would
have disturbed and confused him had he not learned to accept them with tol-
erance and imperturbability. When his wife asked him to bring her sister an
her family home to sponge on him, Gus quietly but firmly refused. But when
Sarey flared up at him and, in her turn, insisted she would not add her sig-
nature to a deed of sale unless he gave her a third of the proceeds, he
appreciated her shrewdness. Then, too, he was touched by the pallor in
Sarey ' 8 face as she shrank away from him when, for the first time in their
long life together
,
he yelled at her. C-us recognized a good business stroke;
deep down, he loved his wife, too, althcu gh his natural reserve rarely per-
mitted a show of it. Sarey received two-thirds of the sale price. Gus was
a free-thinking and tolerant man. As e ycwth, he had left the church when
*/
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the nerrov/-minded members refused to allow young Ketursli Linscott^ to be
buried in the church yard because her family never went to church. They
failed to consider that the sin of a church member had led to her death.
Gus could not stomach such pious bigotry'. Henceforth, having finished wdth
I
churches, he followed his own judgment and feelings. His own thoughts were
sufficient meat for his mind, ajid he kept them to himself. Silent and un-
conmunicative^he possessed a dry humor v;hich enabled him to regard his wife'
emotional outbursts v/ith calm patience and to dismiss her indiscretions with
amused understanding. Gus Bragdon's children regarded their strong self- '
conxadned father with a love that combined respect and fear. His inaccessi-|
bility bewildered them, but the comforting sense of his steady strength made
them proud and sure of him.
Sea Captains Like John Dawn,^ Silas Crockett^ stood for all the sea cap-
tains before and after him. Sea blood raced through his veins. His heri-
tage from both parents was that of sea life. Kis eager exuberance enccuragei
adventuie. Bluff, hearty, full-bodied man that he was, the superabundance
of his vitality charged whatever atmosphere surrounded him. Born complete,
he possessed the lively vibrancy which made all love end admire him. His
mind was quick} his imagination rich. Quietness had no great hold on him.
Fie was ever moving, planning, 8-ccomplishing. With far-seeing vision and
keen judgment, he wove bright dreams into realities. Con sicerateness and
courtesy belonged as much to him as his constant air of expectancy. All of
life interested him without pause. He lived no dull moments. Even in wind4
I
less days, on the sea, when impatience tried to master him, he found oppor-
tunities enough for activity. Because he expected luck, it i ushed to him.
1. A character in Gladys Hasty Carroll's A Few FPolish Ones .
2. A character in John Dawn , by Robert P. Tristram Coffin.
3. A character in book of same name, by Mary Ellen Chase.
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His self-assui ance left no room for defeat. Onl^ one thing oisturbed him; hiti
remonstrated loudly end v/ith feeling against innovations that foretold the
coming of steam power as an active force in shipping. The sight of a high-
powered vessel slipping off the ways moved him as productive land would stir
a farmer. Ships were his fields, his gardens, his wooolands. Vfith deep fee
ing he loved them as a symbol of his life. His wife only he loved more; she
was one v/ith him in the understanding of that symbol.
Fishermen From the land and from the sea John Thurlow's^ like unconsciouslj^
drew their character pattern. The loneliness of night vratches at sea or lonf;
winter days in a woodlot had created in him a sense of self-sufficiency.
With full assurance of his ability to achieve success, he accepted his life
as husband and father, although it meant staying home frmi the sea. He fullk-
appreciated the young companionship of his son, Sdgar, and showed a kind sym--
pathy toward the boy's sufferings and mistakes while he was initiating him
into the work of fishing, wood-cutting, and boa.t repairing. At the same
time, he was firm in his insistance that his son learn to work carefully and
accurately. He never missed a chance to praise the boy's accomplishments.
He bred in Edgar a sense of responsibility. The boy learned early to returnj
borrowed tools and to tie boats securely. The boy, v/orking with his father,!
acquired his patience. He enjoyed the sense of humor which revealed his
j
father ' s tolerance and understanding of human frailities end limitatins,
even while it poked fun at them. The youth admired the ingenuity and versa-
tility of the man to whom nothing new was impossible of comprehension or
figuring out. He liked more thain he could say the kindness and consideratio|:^
of his father tov/ard his mother. He knev/ that even when, with blue eyes alii
8-twinkle, his father teased her, still he loved her exceedingly. The boy
1. A chare ctei- in Gerald Warner Brace's The Islands.
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often' had opportunity to notice that his father knew how to be gracious with-
out being offensive. He never ceased to mrrvel at his dad's serenity and
good-nature. Nor did the quickness of his father's mind v;ant for admiration
Builders Thomas Winship^ and Moses Green^ were two of a kind though the
former built houses and churches and the latter boats. It was theirs to trai
mute into tangible form the love of simple beauty which the coast had bred ii
them. Both men loved to build. More than that, they enjoyed designing and
creating models for their larger structures. Their active minds worked long
and gladly in planning each nev; enterprise. They dreamed of the beauty in
sweeping curves and severe diagonals. The smooth feel of newly planed sur-
faces delighted them. The loveliness of the grain patterns in polished woodi
v;as more to them than the splendor of rose gardens. They knew increasing joj
with every effort that brought them one step nearer the final completion of
a slender- spired church or a gracefully curved boat. They worked always wit]
careful precision and studied accuracy. Measurements and correct markings
were to be reckoned with seriously. Joinings and overlappings must fit
tightly. Materials chosen v;ere always the finest, whether planks or nails.
Penetrating observation; quick imagination; steady, sure hands; these be-
longed to builders. With a quiet, gracious indifference that captivated men
they greeted the world. Their work made them sufficient unto themselves.
They had little need for words, since their hearts and minds spoke to others
through the creations of their hands.
Artistic Not alone does the coast foster builaers in pine, there are sen-
sitive persons bom to capture her various beauties in words or music, Nat
Fortune^ belonged to this group. The efforts of his father to destroy this
s-
1. A character in Mary Ellen Chase's Silas Crockett ,
2. A character in Gerald Warner Brace's The Islands ,
3. A character in Rachel Field's Time Out of Mind.
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fire in him and to change him into a seaman did not succeed. But they,
coupled with other forces of misunderstanding, so maimed his spirit that he
never achieved the fulfillment of his early promise. The sea was in Nat no
j
less vitally than it had .been in other Fortunes; in him, however, it sought^
I
a response different from its ordinary demands. It wished to be served by ij
i|
the sensitivity of his mind, not by his hand and eye. Nat knew and under-
|
stood the sea more thoroughly than any common sailor could, for his mind an(i
emotions were alert, timed to respond to its every sound and motion. During
his brief term of voyaging, he became more intimate with the ways of the sea]
I
and with the beauty that lives in and aroimd it than a seaman of twenty years
experience could be. Nat's creative genius enabled him to comprehend the
poetry in days of fair weather or calm or storm at sea, and in the land which
the sea washed. He could not match his physical strength against other mens,
They coiild not approach the lightning power of his mind. All his experience
resolved themselves in music. He translated the beauty of the coast into
melodies. The sea in his veins was liquid music. But, as is so often true
of the artist born into a practical and hard-headed family, Nat's endowment
of genius brought sorrow and tragedy.
Ministers Ministers seem to receive consideration in all Maine coast novelis
They are well represented in recent books. Religious fanatics appeared.
Both James Gray^ and his grandson, Ben Bragdon, were so blinded by the need
for salvaging souls in their neighborhood that they almost forgot their own..
While the^ called sinners to the judgment seat, they neglected to be kind to
members of their own family. They could tolerate no views but their own.
Then one meets such men as Mr. Snodgrass^ and Mr. Fisher^ who were "save-fror*
s
1. A character in Gladys Hasty Carroll's A Few Foolish Onea
2. A character in Robert P. Tristram Coffin's John Dawn .
3. A character in Mary Ellen Chasefes Silas Crockett.
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perditioners” with a difference. With cat-like eye and sharply cocked ear>1
they watched and listened to the comniunity doings. They built their sermon^
accordingly. If liquor flowed too freely at a reception, the congregation
|
I
heard a temperance sermon the following Simday. If someone spoke profanely,
how eloquently the pastor denounced blasphemy 1 There were others, however,
who were kindly and understanding, like the minister in Loaves and Fishes j,
who left off haying only long enough to marry Mary Bird and Aaron Shane rigljjb





Islands . He appreciated the fact that the people who lived on the coast
|
j
islands, perhaps, knew God better than many a minister who preached the doc*^
r
trines of ’*hell and perdition”.
Individual One Cap Huff} only one such as he could there ever be. As he i|
went blustering through Arundel and Rabble In Arms , one often wondered if he |
I




the sailor’s special gift. Braggadocio supreme was he. And no one could li
squirm out of a tight situation so successfully as Cap. Courage stood by
him like a twin. Dare-deviltry was a hobby with him. He could steal as ccan**
fortably as most people can relax. Playing the innocent protected him agsdnst
all except his close friends, who knew him through and through. Activity wab
the breath of life to him; quiet irritated him unbearably. His fondness for
comely maidens was only exceeded by his love for rum. He liked to air his 1
rollicking spirits in singing. The big booming voice that matched his sta-
»
ture rolled out many a riotous song. Cap didn't know the meaning of the word
worry for more than five minutes at a time. He was hilariously what his namb
pronounced him, "Saved from Captivity”. Everything about him was free—his
speech, his manners, hie goods. He took life in wide strides.
1. A character in Kenneth Robert's Arundel and Rabble In Arms.
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Independent Anyone of several women in these I'aine novels* Kate Bragdon,
Happy
Abigail Crockett, Solace Crockett, Kate Fernald, Mary Peters,
or Sarah Peters might be chosen to illustrate the self- re strained, contented
type, the finest of Maine's coast women. They all adjusted themselves cap-
ably to the world in which they lived, not by bowing to social conventions,
but
^/by formulating their own social codes and living according to them. They
saw life whole and were not cramped by bigotry. Strong and sure in their
own judgments and actions, they showed a sympathetic leniency toward the
weaknesses of others. In the face of personal hardships, they remained
silent; they expected no favors and no clemency. With courage and vision,
these v7omen ran their lives well and stood on their own feet. Cowardice wae
foreign to them. Their lives, filled as they were with pleasant, useful ac-
tivity, left no time for commiseration. Their patience and common sense
supported them in contacts with less intelligent and less liberal persons.
;
Their broad life perspective enabled them to smile at htanan fads and foibles »
and to live serenely in the milieu of a social philosophy much more circum-
scribed than their own.
Self- contained Such women as Mary Bird Shane, Sarah Bragdon,^ Sarah
Fatalistic
Thurlow^ represented the reserved woman with a fatalistic
attitude toward life. They were invariably silent sufferers. Having been
wounded by life, they shut themselves up within themselves to guard against
further hurt. Beneath their outer calm indifference boiled pent-up emotions*
Sometimes their impenetrable austerity disappeared mcmentarily. When emo-
tional strain became too intense, their composure was blown sky-high foi- a
1. A character in Gladys Hasty Carroll's A Few Foolish Ones .
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brief time. Then they recovered their prectised rigidity. Secure within
I
their self-erected barriers, strangers to the world of human feelings, they
;
went doggedly about their daily tasks, releasing some of the tension by work'>
ing constantly ejid fiercely from dawn to dusk. Although they spoke kindly
to the members of their households, these women allowed themselves no inti-
macies lest the strict control of their emotions should break and discover
their real selves to the world. Quick spoken, distant, they performed their
duties without stint of labor. Work was their only salvation. Having dis-
couraged friendship and companionship by their cold reserve, they were lonelj’
and imprisoned. They resigned themselves to living even while they resented.
Death these women looked forv/ard to as a promise of peace.
Defiant Other women, Deborah Parsons Crockett^ Ellen Kimball, Luella
Possessive
Teaswith, Rissa Fortune, defied Fate in one way or another.
Discontented with their lot in life and the environment in which they lived,
!
they deliberately set out to change the course of their own and other lives.
Selfishness that frequently developed into ultra-possessiveness was a marked
characteristic of this group. Consideration for others was foreign to their
natures. They sought to impose their will upon those whom they most loved.
They had no vision beyond their personal desires and plans for realizing
them. Their courage, their loyalty, their kindness became meaningless and
shallow when revealed as strategy employed to achieve a carefully calculated
end rather than noble qualities bom of genuine emotion. Their defiant
efforts to escape the influence of their natural environments changed what-
ever in them should have been grace and charm to coldness and cynicism. In
refusing the happiness which Fate offered them, they became inflexible as
gray granite. They are unlovely examples of stubborn egoism.
l.A Character in Mary Ellen Chase's Silas Crockett .
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Individug.l Phoebe Marvin Nason^ stands out as the most individual woman
of these in the Maine books. Other women were representative; Phoebe be-
I
longed in a class by herself. She showed the quickness of her mind by the
wisdom of her actions and by her brief speeches. Never did one find her in-
volved in mental conflict. She knev/ what she wanted and went after it. She
got it, too, whether it was a fine man like Stephen Nason or oakum for ships
.
No one could hoodwink Phoebe. And no one could change her decisions. If
mildness didn't persuade people to her point of view, she did not hesitate
to convince them in loud language that minced no words. She had a habit of
turning a deaf ear to undesired advice and an irritating way of ignoring
commends that were contrary to her wishes. Thoroughly independent was
Phoebe; she was equally efficient. Her petite figure hid a heart as coura-
geous and faithful as any brave seaman's. She navigated a sloop and managed
a crew with the ease of a sea captain of many years experience in world voy-
aging. Cheerfully she endured the sufferings of an army campaign through
trackless forests. In anything Phoebe did was spirit and daring. The same
buoyant gaiety which sometimes teased Stephen guided and supported recruits
on a long march to an armj-' base. Phoebe was a pa-radox. Despite her effi-
ciency, her preference for trousers, her complete elimination of all feminine
trappings save a string of cat's-eye beads, she had an elusive womanly charm
that attracted all men. She could be all strength or all softness as occa-
sion demanded. She was like a Maine coast breeze, all salty tang and balsams'




1. A character in Kenneth Robert's Arundel and Rabble In Arms.
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Minor Characters
In these Maine novels the minor characters served the femiliar pur-
pose of enriching the background giving life and body to community scenes,
and thus helping the reader visualize the major figures as part of the soci-
ety v^hich produced them and, in some degree, determined their destinies.
Often they supplied humor or were introduced to heighten the purely Maine
flavor. Among them were rather conventional village types, like Granny Sue
and Grandma Shane, ^ examples of '^^ueer" old people whose minds had been
broken by sudden shock or pressure of long hardship. Others, like old Lady
p I
Phibben and Black Hans, were considered "strange" and "peculiar" by reason
of their mysterious habits, and rega.rded v/ith suspicion and fear. Bo and
George Button in Time Out of Mind and Susan in Silas Crockett depicted the i
o A
loyal servant. Gossips like Mrs. Kimball, men like Cy, sympathetic and
I
S iloveable but too fond of drink, and ne'er-do-wells like the Linscotts gave
pictures of village life a more authentic realism. ^
These varied types of background figures often served as foils to
the leading characters, whose temperaments were sometimes sharply defined by
I
their attitude toward these less iraportajit fellow-beings. The personalities
of the heroes and heroines were further clarified, at critical moments, by ;
I
letting the reader view them through the eyes of their subordinates or their
fellow townsmen. Thus the novelists used minor characters to aid them in pre-
senting vivid and life-size delineations of their more significant figures,
and to round out as completely as possible the essential settings for their
lives.
—
1. A character in Elaine Myer's Loaves and Fishes .
2. Ibid.
I
3. A character in Mary E. Chase's Mary Peters .
4. A character in Margaret Deland's Capt . Archer' s Daughter .
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In the foregoing paper* I have tried to point out the element of
sectionalism in recent novels of the Maine coast, as revealed by their pre-
sentation of the scene and characters. In order to verify the reality of
the books' descriptions and delineations, one should have certain informatiojiji
about Maine itself; therefore, I have included a resiune of what I consider
the three most vital influences in the social history of the coast region.
They are the coast's relation to the world at large, the peculiar appeal of
the region, and the particular demands of this area on the people there.
Considering the novels as a group, without reference to the lit-
erary style of particular authors since a critical estimate of the various
writers' literary talents is not the immediate object of this paper, I have
explained the general techniques employed. I have discussed the importance
of the element of time in these books; the authors' choice of a romantic
rather than a realistic attitude in the reproduction of dialect, in the han-
dling of subject matter, and in the presentation of the background; the par-
ticular qualities of local color emphasized; and the characters' relation to
their environments. Then, by way of illustrarting my thesis, I have presented
the scene, the socio-economic activities, and the character types as they
appear in the recent novels.
Ify interest has been confined to a study of the natural setting
and the native character. In perusing these books, I could not fail to real|
ize the pervading influence of the past generations and of land or sea in th
lives of the persons portrayed. Also, I noted certain types of occupations
end communities that were not exclusively local, but rather common to the Neji^
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which Gloucester is famous, or sailing and shipbuilding which distinguished
old Salem. I was aware, too, that those qualities fostered by remoteness
r
especially characterized the Maine coastal region. Among them I observed
taciturnity, a sturdy independence of thought, original humor, and self-
sufficiency. The dialect had incontrovertibly a native flavor. The natural
background which the novelists depicted possesses a singular picturesqueness.
The dominant impression which remains with the reader who makes a study of
Maine fiction is, it seems to me, the unique loveliness of the country itself.
Maine's industries may be matched elsewhere, as may her products, her occu-
pations, her architecture, her social community organization, even in certain
aspects, her people. But where else does one feel so deeply the all-pervasive
beauty of sky and sea and rugged spruce- crowned granite coast? The grandeur
of mountains lifting green summits straight above the ever- changing ocean?
The harsh rigors of the winter climate superbly compensated by the glorious
cool comfort of perfect golden summers? The enchantment of innumerable magic
islands scattered like stardust along that infinitely alluring coastline?
This is Maine and Maine alone. This is the Maine that has so clearly cast
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